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ABSTRACT 
A viscous-inviscid interaction methodology based on a zonal 
description of the flowfield is developed as a means of predicting 
the performance of two-dimensional thrust augmenting ejectors. 
An inviscid zone comprising the irrotational flow about the 
device is patched together with a viscous zone containing the 
turbulent mixing flow. The inviscid region is computed by a 
higher order panel method, while an integral method is used· 
for the description of the viscous part. A non-linear, con-
strained optimization study is undertaken for the design of 
the inlet region. In this study, the viscous-inviscid analysis 
is complemented with a boundary layer calculation to account 
for flow separation from the walls of the inlet region. The 
thrust<based Reynolds number as well as the free stream velocity 
are shown to be important parameters in the design of a thrust 
augmentor inlet. 
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[AJ, [AJ coupling coefficient matricies for reduced equations 
{B}, {C} right hand sides of reduced equations 
b characteristic width of turbulent region 
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shroud nose radius 
Reynolds number based on jet characteristic velocity 
and shroud inner ,,,,l.dth 
constants in Eg. (2.14) 
2-D gross thrust 
2-D primary thrust 
x,y velocity components 
velocity at outer edge of jet velocity profile 
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Ul 
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xend 
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Ct.l 
maximum excess velocity in viscous zone 
free stream velocity 
jet characteristic velocity 
approximate viscous solution 
velocity component normal to the jet boundary 
coordinates in the viscous solution 
final station at which the viscous and inviscid solutions 
are matched 
coordinates for the shroud description 
jet nozzle location 
length of inlet li~ 
In(2) 
ratio of free stream velocity to jet characteristic 
velocity 
x-momentum conservation operator 
penalty functions 
lip rotation angle 
molecular viscosity 
eddy viscosity 
dummy variable of integration 
fluid density 
Reynolds stress in 2-D boundary layer approximation 
thrust augmentation ratio 
velocity potential 
relaxation parameter 
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quantity computed from the 
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denotes differentiation with respect to x 
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1.. IHTRODUCTION 
A thrust augment or consists of a high momontum primary 
jet which is exhausted into the confines of an aerodynamic shroud. 
As the jet evolves, it t:.ndergoes turbulent mixing with the surround-
ing stream, and as a result induces an entrained flowfield about 
the device. Augmentation in thrust is realized through the 
combined effects of the jet being discharged into a region of 
lowered pressure, and as a result of'the induced pressure distribu-
tion on the surface of the shroud. 
One important application of the thrust augmeutor is found 
in vertical takeoff aircraft in which the weight of the aircraft 
exceeds the thrust produced by the jet engines in a standard 
configuration. The thrust is boosted to a level SUfficient 
to overCiJme the weight of the aircraft through the use of a 
pair of thrust augmenting ejectors mounted along the fuselage 
at the wing roots. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of such a 
vertical takeoff aircraft. study of this configuration is the 
~rimary motive of the present work, but the methodology developed 
here is general and may be used to study other VSTOL configurations. 
In the design of VSTOL airc:"'aft to be fitted \vith thrust 
augmentors, a means of evaluating the performance of various 
ejector configurations is needed in order to realize the optimal 
benefit. Considerable work has been undertaken in recent years 
in order to develop theories aimed at predicting thrust ausmentor 
1 
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performance. While much progress h~s been made in this quest'., 
as of the present time no methods exist which are efficiAnt 
or robust enough to be used in detailed parametril." or op't:j.miz~tion 
studies. The goal of this work is to develop a robust mo~el 
suitable to be used by the engineer as a d~sign toe:. 
The earl iest a i:tempts at :r.\c1eling the thrust augmentod 1] 
were based on control volume approaches which rely on a uniform 
flow assumption for the inviscid ~ortion of the flowfield and 
satisfaction of the equations of motion only in a ~lobal sense. 
r 11ch theories possess the advantages of utmost simplicity, yi<=<lding 
closed form analytic solutions, but at the same time they suffer 
from the fact that the details of the flowfield in the near 
vicinity of the shroud a:ce not res"l ved. with their lacf_ of 
ability to provide surface velocity or pressure informati~l/' 
thq global formulations are not able to predict the ou~cc~e 
of perturbations to the shroud geometry. Furthermore; the uniform 
flow assumption for the invi~cid flow entering the sh""oud can 
be considered dubious for cases i:1 which t.he n02.zle is ll)cated 
ahead of the entrance of the shroud since experiments have sho\>'l" 
that this assumption is by no means valid[lOJ. 
At the opposite extremes of both robustness and con:putational 
simplicity I ies a solution to the prob:'em through the use of 
a numerical analysis of the full Navier-Stokes e~ations. A 
detailed simUlation such as this would provide with good assurance 
all the necessary information needed to evaluate the perfurm-
ance of any arbit=~ry geometrical configuration. However, t~p. 
2 
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time required to evaluate one flow field in this fashion is on 
the order of ten hours on the CDC 7600[2]. Optimization studies 
typically require hundreds of flowfield evaluations. Thus one 
can expect on the order of a thousand CDC 7600 hours of computational 
time if a full Navier-stokes simulation is used to optimize 
an augment or design. 
In light of the individual shortcomings of the two afore 
mentioned methods, much of the current effort in thrust augmentor 
modeling has focused on a methodology which retains much of 
the detailed information provi~ed by a Navier-stokes solution, 
while at the same time requiring only a modest computational 
effort. Fore-runners of ~uch methodologies are viscous-inviscid 
interaction algorithms. 
In the viscous-inviscid approach, the flowfield is subdiviced 
into separate regions or "zones" in which the character of the 
flow is distinctly different. Typically an inviscid zone is 
established which is postulated to be free of shear. As a counter-
part, a viscous zone is established in wh~ch ~~~~: ~nd rotational 
effects a=e expected to play an important role. within each 
zone the simplest justifiable approximations to the equations 
of motion are made. Each zone may then be solved quasi-independently 
with coupling information appearing through the common boundary 
conditions existing at the interface between them. 
Bevilaqua et al.[3,4) developed a viscous-inviscid algorithm 
for the performance prediction of two-dimensional thrust augmentors. 
Bevilaqua's code makes use of a combined panel/vortex lattice 
3 
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method to compute the inviscid flow about the shroud, while 
the turbulent zone is computed using a finite difference solution 
to a parabolic set of equations. This method has been used 
to predict the performance of two-dimensional thrust augmentors 
of low aspect ratio in which the turbulent jet has not yet expanded 
to the point of the channel walls by the time of exit from the 
shroud, 
Tavella and Roberts[5] have studied the limit of large 
aspect ratio thrust augmentors in which the jet has encountered 
the walls by the time of exit. In their algorithm, the inviscid 
solution was obtained using the technique of conformal mapping, 
and the viscous turbulent zone was computed using an integral 
method. This algorithm proved to be extremely economical and 
several parametric studies were performed. Aside from the attrac-
tiveness of its efficiency, the methodology lacked robustness 
with the conformal mapping only admitting shroud geometries 
which could be described by small perturbations to flat plates. 
In the present work, the integral formulat ton of Tavella is 
model is retained, while the inviscid solution is generated 
using a higher order panel method[6]. Use of the panel method 
for the inviscid solution removes the limitations of slightly 
perturbed shroud geometri3s imposed by the conformal mapping 
technique of Tavella's wodel. The model is still restricted 
to augmentors of high aspect ratio, but can be extended to study 
the low aspect ratio regime as well. with most practical augmentor 
designs falling within the capabilities of the model, this restric-
4 
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tion on aspect ratio is not a serious handicap. 
Unlike all other models contained in the literature to 
date which are limited to a quiescent far field, the present 
one can treat thrust augmentors which are immersed in a moving 
free stream. The advantage of this feature is that it is now 
possible to explore the differences which occur in the thrust 
augmentor performance as the aircraft accelerates toward flight 
speed. 
Another feature of the present model is that a boundary 
layer calculation is performed on the surface of the shroud, 
thereby providing a means of predicting flow separation over 
the inlet region of the device. This detail is important because 
boundary layers subj ect to the adverse pressure gradient inherently 
present within the entrance region of the thrust augmentor are 
prone to separation. Separated boundary layers in the inlet 
region of the thrust augmentor imply a significant loss of stagnation 
pressure, and hence a reduction in performa~ce~ With this 
problem understood, and proper~y modeled, configurations may 
be designed which do not suffer from inlet stall. 
5 
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2. ZONAL DESCRIPTION AND VISCQUS-INVISCID INTERACT!ON 
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM 
A typical thrust augment or has the property that the flow 
field contains well defined viscous regions imbedded within 
a largely inviscid field. The viscous effects introduced by 
the jet are restricted to a finite zone near its axis. The 
turbulent zone produced by the jet serves to mix the high energy 
fluid within the jet with the low energy fl'uid in the inviscid 
region. This mixing and its associated entrainment provides 
the ~echanism of thrust augmentation. 
A second region where viscous effects may be identified 
is in the boundary layers which develop on the surface of the 
shroud. Momentum transfer takes place in the boundary layer 
as manifested by skin friction and a no-slip velocity condition 
at the shroud surface. Evolution of the boundary layer also 
determines whether or not the flow will separate from the walls 
of the shroud in response to the adverse pressure gradients 
always present within the duct of the thrust augmentor. 
Both the viscous zones containing the jet and boundary 
layer share the property that the streamwise velocity gradients 
are small when compared with 'the gradients normal to the flovl 
direction. This fact has long been known for boundary layers [17] I 
and that for jets more recently[18]. In these two cases it 
is possi~le to neglect the streamwise velocity diffusion terms 
6 
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in the Navier-Stokas equations, thereby reducing these elliptic 
equations to a parabolic set. Solutions to parabolic equations 
are more tractable in general than elliptic ones, and lend themselves 
to a variety of efficient numerical marching schemes. 
While the viscous regions are small and well contained 
within the inviscid region, there exists a surprising degree 
of interaction between these two zones. This interaction is 
better understood by dividing the flowfield into four regions 
as shown in Figure 2. 
Region 1 becomes important only for configurations in which 
the nozzle is located ahead of the shroud. When this region 
is. present, the jet develops under the influence of the surrounding 
entrained inviscid flow. This entrained or secondary flow will 
depend on the shape of the shroud, suction into the inlet, and 
entrainment distribution of the primary jet. As the growth 
characteristics of the jet are intimately related to the secondary 
flow, it may be expected that the viscous-inviscid interaction 
will be quite strong in this region. 
Region 2 is similar to region 1 with the exception that 
the jet and its entrained inviscid flow are bounded by the channel 
walls. T~e viscous-inviscid interaction still takes place as 
in region I, but becomes less intense with increasing distance 
from the inlet. The inviscid flow becomes approximately uniform 
as the downstream end of the region is reached. Boundary layers 
are developing on the shroud walls and merge with the inviscid 
flow. 
7 
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Region 3 is characterized by a turbulent flow which completely 
fills the channel, thus terminating the viscous-inviscid interac-
tion. The pressure increases with downstream distance as a 
result of momentum dissipation. At the end of region 3 the 
pressure has become equal to the atmospheric value. The boundary 
layers on the channel walls continue to grow, but now merge 
with the turbulent instead of inviscid flow. 
Region 4 contains the wake. In this region the exhausting 
mixed flow acts like a free jet issuing from the shroud exit. 
Further mixing with the inviscid flow takes place downstream 
of the shroud, but because the primary momentum has now been 
greatly diffused, the viscous-inviscid interaction is much weaker 
here as compared with the region near the jet nozzle. For this 
reason the wake region is treated as a non-mixing slipstream 
which extends infinitely far downstream of the ejector. More 
information on the wake modeling will be given in a subsequent 
section. 
2.2 l1ATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The flowfield of a gene~ic two-dimensional thrust augmentor 
is divided into a viscous and an inviscidzone as illustrated 
in Figure 3. The viscous zone originates at the jet nozzle 
and increases in width at a linear rate with streamwise distance. 
In order to avoid ,a sharp corner in the inviscid region, the 
linear growth of the viscous zone is halted when the jet is 
a short distance fran: the channel \'lalls. At this point a semicircle 
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is used to bridge the gap between the viscot:s zone and the channel 
wall (the necessity of this alteration will be illuminated in 
the forthcoming section which describes the inviscid solution). 
The inviscid zone encloses much of the shroud and extends far 
away from the shroud in all directions. The common boundary 
between the viscous and inviscid region is represented physically 
by the region where the shear due to the turbulent mixi~g has 
become negligible. 
The choice for a linearly growing turbulent region downstream 
of the primary nozzle merits some discussion. For the case 
in which the nozzle is located well ahead of the shroud, a dimen-
sional analysis provides the justification for a wedge shaped 
turbulent region, as it is easily shown that for a two-dimensional 
free jet the characteristic width scale must grow linearly with 
the distance from the virtual origin. Experiments confirm this 
scaling law and provide a wedge half angle of 12 degrees for 
which the shear has diminished to a negligible value[13J. For 
the cas~ in which the nozzle is located within the shroud, it 
is harder to justify the wedge shaped viscous zone since the 
addition of the length scale introduced by the channel width 
makes it unclear that the growth rate should be a linear function 
of the streamwise distance. Indeed if the channel extends infinitely 
far downstream, is expected that all length scales will asymptot-
ically approach some constant fraction of the channel height. 
However, when the width of the jet is small compared wi til the 
channel width, the walls may be thought to be located at infinity 
9 
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in terms of a local coordinate system assigned to the jet. 
It is therefore expected that the free jet result for a linear 
growth rate will hold near the virtual origin, and a slowing 
of the growth rate will occur as the jet width becomes of the 
same order as the channel width. Thus if the wedge concept 
is used for the confined jet, it may be expected that the width 
of the turbulent zone will be over predicted as the distance 
from the virtual origin is increased. This fact poses no serious 
difficulty within the present framework, since the model for 
the viscous region recovers the inviscid solution at large distances 
from the centerline of the channel. Thus no harm is done if 
the viscous calculation is used to predict a small portion of 
the inviscid flow at large distances from the channel centerline. 
The performance of the device is assessed in terms of the 
augmentation ratio defined as 
1>= 
T 
To 
(2.1; 
The augmentation ratio is computed in either of two ways; direct 
integration of the surface pressure, or using the Blasius theorem 
for a control volume surrounding the device. The two methods 
agree within two percent in all cases. All results presented 
here are based on an integration of the sur~ace pressure. 
10 
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2.3 INVISCID PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 
The inviscid flowfield is assumed to be irrotational and 
incompressible, and hence a potential flow formulation is approp-
riate. within the framework of the potential fOl~ulation, the 
velocity field is derivable from the scalar velocity potential 
function as follows 
v = Vrp. (2.2) 
Substitution of the above form for the velocity into the incompres-
sible continuity relation leads to the result that the velocity 
potential satisfies Laplace'~ equation 
,..,2_ 
v cp = o. (2.3) 
An integral of the momentum equation gives the familiar Bernoulli 
equation which relates the pressure to the velocity potential 
p 
p 
1 
+ -Vp·Vp= const. 2 (2.4) 
Several approximate methods exist for solving Laplace's 
equation on an arbitrary domain. As a subset of these, both 
surface singularity and finite difference schemes vli11 be considered 
in more detail below. Before discussing various solution schemes, 
a description of the geometry and boundary conditions which 
11 
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define the solution domain is provided. 
Exploiting the assumed symmetry of the shroud geometries, 
it in possible to focus attention on only the upper half plane. 
Abstracting from Figure 3, the geometry and boundary conditions 
defining the inviscid problem is defined as shown in Figure 
4. The solid boundary extending in front of the shroud represents 
the dividing streamline which approaches the device. The following 
linear segment represents the jet boundary with permeable boundary 
conditions included to account for the jet entrainment. The 
half circle at the upper end of tl.e jet boundary serves as a 
control station with a uniform flow transpiration boundary condition 
imposed there. The need for the control station arises from 
the fact that panel methods become inaccurate in a concave corner 
region[6,7]. Inserting a smooth curve such as a half circle 
greatly reduces this inherent difficulty. The uniform flow 
condition imposed at the control station is justifiable since 
experiments have shown that the inviscid flow becomes nearly 
uniform after about one half channel width into the shroud. 
The augmentor shroud is modeled as an impermeable boundary. 
For the wake, the assumption is made that the slipstream surface 
which exists bet\yeen the exhausting jet and the inviscid flow 
at the exit of the device is a continuation of the same streamline 
which defines the body shape. Physically this assumption is 
eqilivalent to ignoring the fluid shear which exists at the slipstream 
interface. This is found to be justifiable, however, since 
computations have shown that modeling of the mixing taking place 
12 
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downstream of the shroud has a negligible effect on global quanti ties 
such as the augmentation ratio. 
Several methods are investigated for the computation of 
the inviscid region. Surface singularity schemes such as a 
panel methods are highly desirable because of their ease of 
implementation and computational efficiency. However, the need 
to compute the flow in an internal region of the thrust au~nentor 
inlet reguires special treatment. A finite difference calculation 
requires no special treatment in an internal region, but requires 
a grid generation and is not nearly as efficient as a panel 
method. A hybrid scheme composed of both surface singularity 
and finite difference calculations has certain advantages. 
These three particular methods are analyzed in more detail below. 
2.3.l PANEL METHOD DESCRIPTION 
Panel methods belong to a general class of surface singulari.ty 
methods in which a solid boundary is replace~ with v~rious forms 
of singular elementary solutions (sources, ~inks, doublets, 
vortices, etc.). In panel methods the surface of a solid body 
immersed in the field is decomposed into many small surface 
elements or "panels" over which sources are distributed. The 
intensity of each of these source panels is determined by requiring 
that when the influence of all panels as well as the free stream 
are consi.dered, specified boundary conditions be satisfied at 
a discrete number of collocation points. In most non-lifting 
problems which arise in aerodynamics, the flow t~ngency condition 
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imposed at the geometric center of each panel provides the necessary 
boun.n:).ry conditions to close the system. The solution process 
involves a system of simultaneous linear equations for the source 
strength on ~ach panel. The coupling matrix in this system 
contains the so called aerodynamic influence coefficients .which 
describe the net induced velocity at the collocation point of 
one panel as a result of the presence of another panel. with 
the order of the system equal to the number of surface elements, 
(on the order of 100 surface elements are needed) solution of 
this system is easily achieved in a direct fashion using Gaussian 
elimination. 
Various forms of panel methods arise from differerLt approxi-
mations to the surface shape as well as the source distribution. 
In the classi~al form of the panel method, the surface is described 
by linear elements formed by joining adjacent discrete points 
which lie on the body. In this formula~ion, the source strength 
takes on a constant value over each panel. In the classical 
method, the ae~odynam~c influence coefficients are easy to derive 
and may be rapidly computed numerically. 
So called higher order schemes result when better approximations 
are made to the source distribution and/or the surface shape. 
In practical higher order methods, the surface curvature is 
accounted for by fitting parabolas to the surface contained 
within two points o~ the body, and the source distribution is 
described by linear or quadratic sections. These more sophisticated 
methods result in a ~ore tedious derivation for the aerodynamic 
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influence coefficients as well as increased effort i~ numerical 
computation. HOvlever, as shall be shown, they lead to increased 
accuracy. 
2.3.2 CLASSICAL PANEL METHOD 
Use of a classical panel method[7] in which the singularity 
strength is constant over each linear surface element is first 
investigated. Figure 5 shows that this method provide!; an accurate 
description of the inviscid flow field in the regions exter.nal 
to the shroud, but produces poor results in the internal region 
between the two lobes of the shroud. It is observed that mass 
is not conserved in the internal region, and that a discontinuity 
in both velocity magnitude and direction is present at the control 
station. Increasing the number of surface elements in the internal 
region weakens the velocity discontinuity, but satisfactory 
results can not be obtained even with as many as 100 panels 
in the internal region alone. The failure of the first order 
panel method may be attributed to I~leakage" effects caused by 
the jump in singUlarity intensity between adjac9nt panels. 
Because of a symmetry property present in the error caused by 
the discontinuous source distribution, errors cancel fortuitously 
in exterr: -1 regions and compound in internal regions (6) • Ev:.dently 
as a result of this compounding of the error, leakage persists 
even as the surface element size is dramatically reduced. 
It is concluded that the first order panel method alone 
will not provide sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this 
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study. However the fact that the first order panel method is 
capable of efficiently producing accurate results ~or the external 
region of the inviscid flow field leads "to the :ieveloprr,eut of 
a novel hybrid scheme in which the external flow is computea 
with the first order panel method, and the internal portion 
of the inviscid flow is computed using a finite difference tech-
nique. This method is discussed in the ::ollowing section. 
2.3 .2 CLASSICAL PANEL METHOD tUTU A "CFD PATCH" 
The basic idea of the hybrid scheme is to first compute 
the entire inviscid fluwfield using the first order panel method. 
The internal region is then refined by inserting a computati.onal 
mesh and performing a finite difference ~alculation. Figure 
6 shows the idea more clearly. 
The panel sr·lution provides values of the velocity pot~ntial 
to be used as a Dirichlet boundary condition for the finite 
difference calculation at the inflow boundariRs of the grid. 
Neumann boundary conditions for the normal d'rivative of the 
velocity potential (equivalent "? the velocity component normal 
to the boundary) are specified at all other bouncaries. 
The grid is generated using a simple algebraic scheme which 
results in a non-orthogonal grid. A coordinate transformation 
is used to map the physical domain into an .indicial computational 
space. The Laplacian operator is not invariant under this tansfor-
mation and consequently takes on a more complicated form[14 J. 
The solution to the problem is carried out in t~e computational 
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domain and the result mapped back into the physical plana. 
The finite difference approximation results in a large 
order system of simultaneous linear equations which are be~'ond 
the capabilities of direct solver routines[14]. In this case 
a successive over relaxation scheme (SOR) is used to obtain 
an approximate solution to the finite difference equations. 
The Neumann boundary conditions are incorporated in the relaxation 
process as suggested by steger[15]. 
As displayed in Figure 7, it is found that this hybrid 
scheme produces an inviscid flot., field with good accuracy both 
in the internal and external regions. The solution blends smoothly 
between the panel and finite differenca regions and mass is 
conserved in the internal region. While the method provides 
t41e desired accuracy, the numerical efficiency is greatly compromised 
with the finite difference calculation taking roughly an order 
of magnitude more computational time than is required for the 
panel solution alone. On the other hand, the hybrid scheme 
is ex~ected to be an order of magnitude faster than a finite 
difference calculation used to model the entire inviscid fi.eld. 
As will be dizcussed in the next section, for the cases 
treated here consisting of irrotational incompressible flow, 
a more sophisticated panel method formulation may be used to 
obtain results with accuracy comparable to the hybrid scheme. 
However for cases in which compressible and especially rotational 
effects play a role in the secondary flow, the hybrid scheme 
developed here \/ould be of greater advantage. As an example, 
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a transonic full potential formulation could be used to model 
the external region tvith an Euler formulation used in the internal 
region. The merits of combining transonic full potential and 
Euler equation calculations for computations involving airfoils 
has already been shown[15). 
2.3.3 HIGHER ORDER PANEL METHOD 
The problem of "leakage" inherent to a firs!; order panel 
method in an int~rnal region may be remedied through a slightly 
different formulation. The jurep in singularity strength between 
two adjacent panels responsible for the leakage is removed by 
allowing the singularity distribution to be described by higher 
order curves[6]. Use of a linear variation in the singularity 
intensity over each surface element produces an overall singularity 
distribution which is continuous. Further improvement in accuracy 
for a given number of panels is achieved by using quadratic 
sections to describe the singular';.ty intensity variation ove.:: 
each panel. In this case it is necessary for mat·lematical consis-
tency to describe the surface geometry with second order curves 
as well(6). 
In this work the formulation given by Hess[6] which uses 
quadratic surface elements and allows for quadratic variation 
in singularity intensity is followed (see Appendix A for the 
d~tails of the method). This higher order fo~ulation involves 
more complicated calculations in order to establi~h the aerodynamic 
influence coefficients. In addition, the n~ed for the local 
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curvature of the su~face geometry requires a second order interp-
olation scheme. Despite these increases in complexity, the 
higher order formulation still produces a system of simultaneous 
linear equations of order equal to the number of panels. Thus 
the solution can easily be obtained with a direct solver as 
in the case of the classical panel method. 
Shown in Figure 8 are the results of the higher order formu-
lation, which produces an inviscid flow field which is accurate 
in the internal regions as well as the external regions. Mass 
is conserved in the internal region and the discontinuity in 
velocity magnitude and direction at the control station is less 
than five percent of the velocity there. The time required 
to compute the higher order solution is roughly one and a half 
times that needed to compute the classical panel solution. 
It is found that this panel method formulation is highly 
sensitive to discontinuities in the curvature of the body surface, 
a problem which is absent in a classical panel method formulation 
due to neglect of ~he surface curvature. Clustering panels 
in regions of inherent curvature discontinuities as well as 
using cubic spline fits to describe the surface whenever possible 
is necessary to achieve a smooth velocity distribution oh the 
surface of the shroud. Figure 9 shows a typical panel distribution 
required to produce a good velocity distribution. Out of three 
inviscid methodologies investigated here, the higher order formu-
lation provides the most economical route to an accurate solution, 
and thus has been cl~,osen for the inviscid flmv mathod of solution. 
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2.4 VISCOUS SOLUTION 
As mentioned above, the governing equations for the jet 
flow may be approximated by a parabolic set identical to the 
familiar boundary layer equations. One class of solutions to 
these equations is co~prised of finite difference schemes for 
which straightforeward numerical techniques are well developed [19 J • 
While finite difference formulations have associated with them 
large array storage requirements and time-consuming iteration 
processes, they have the advantage that almost all schemes approach 
the exact solution as the grid becomes infinitely fine. 
An alternate approximate form of solution to the boundary 
layer equations exists which does not become exact in any practical 
limit, but which still provides an accurate solution with good 
numerical efficiency. This forin of solution is known as the 
integral method as first developed by Von Karman[20) and 
Pohlhause~1(2l) • 
In tl.e integral formulation, the streamwise momentum equation 
is converted from a statement of local force balance to one 
of average force balance by first integrating in a direction 
no~~al to the flow. The resulting integro-differential e~lation 
is then further simplified by assuming a functional form of 
the solution which has a nlli~er of free parameters and satisfies 
the given boundary conditions. Depending on the number of free 
parameters, the system is closed by requiring that the error 
made by the assumed solution form be orthogonal to a set of 
20 
independent functions (an idea borrowed from the method of Galerkin) . 
The end result is a set of coupled ordinary differential equations 
which may be readily solved by marching downstream from initial 
data. 
From a numerical standpoint, the integral method is ideal 
since it poses no large storage requirement, and better still 
requires no iteration. Success of the integral method has been 
demonstratEd for boundary layers[22] as well as for free and 
confined jets(23). The acknowledged approximate nature of the 
integral method is of no great concern when computing a turbulent 
flow as dona here since unc9rtainties in the turbulent stress 
model are expected to obscure any increases in accuracy gained 
in a fine mesh finite difference calculation. 
A thorough study by Tavella and Roberts (8) provides justifica-
tion for the use of the integral method for the thrust augmentor 
problem. In their report, regressions to experimental data 
are given which validate the use of selected approximate solution 
forms. Solution of the problem using the intet:'ral method are 
also shown to yield good correlation with experiment for the 
jet velocity profile and pressure evolution within the mixing 
channel. The calculations prove to be rapid indeed, requiring 
only a fraction of a second of CPU time on the IBM 3081 machine. 
The demonstrated accuracy and efficiency of the integral 
method provide the motivation to include it in the model as 
the method of solution for the viscous zone. 7he particulars 
of the method used here are well described els.ewhere [5,8,24) . 
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For the sake of completeness the essential features of. the method 
are repeated here. 
The boundary layer assumptions .ade for a statistically 
stationary, steady, incompressible two-dimensional flow in which 
the molecular and normal turbulent stresses are neglected, gives 
rise to the following equation for the conservation of momentum 
in the x-direction 
r(u) _ u
au 
- ax 
y 
aufJudg' + lap 
ay ax pax 
o· 
1 a'C 
pay = o. 
The mass conser\°ation relation used implicitly above is 
au + av 
ax ay = o. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
A further result of the boundary layer appro~imation is that 
the pressure does not vary in the direction normal to the stream. 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are simplified by postulating 
that the velocity field is expressible from the nozzle to the 
exit plane in the manner shown in figure 10 by a function of 
the following form 
(l(x,y) = uo(x) + Ul(X)exp [- a y2,1. 
b(X)"'J 
(2.7) 
It should be noted t.hat this representation ignores the boundary 
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layer on the inside of the channel walls[8]. 
The turbulent shear s~ress is modeled using the simple 
eddy viscosity concept 
U 
Tilt_I p = y 
with the following scaling hypothesis 
lit = kUlb. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Experimental observations for the growth rate of a free jet 
is used to assign a value of 0.0283 to the constant k. 
Now sUbstitute Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9) into Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), 
to obtain a simplified set of ordinary differential equations 
in terms of the unknown functions ulex), uo(x), b(x), and p(x). 
A system of independent equations for these quantities is obtained 
by taking successive moments of of the momentum equation as 
follows 
H 
JnreQ) dy = o. 
o 
(2.10) 
These moments together with the continuity relation constitute 
a closed system of equations expressible in the following matrix 
notation 
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til 
[AJ < b > = {B}. (2.11) 
p 
This coupled non-linear set of ordinary differential equations 
is solved by marching away from initial data provided at the 
virtual origin. 
2.5 VISCOUS-I~~ISCID MATCHING 
communication between the viscous and inviscid zones takes 
place in the form of shared boundary condition data at the zonal 
i~terface (the outer edge of the shear layer produced by the 
jet). The goal of the viscous-inviscid matching is to make 
as many as possible of the flow variables continuous at the 
zonal interface. continuity in both velocity and pressure fields 
along the jet boundary is achieved in the limit of an iterative 
process. 
The boundary condition for the inviscid solution is the 
normal component of transpiration velocity used to simulate 
the entrainment of the jet. Solution of the inviscid problem 
subject to this boundary condition yields the u and v components 
of velocity at the zonal interface. A boundary condition for 
the viscous solution is created by making use of the fact that 
~o may be found by numerically differentiating the u component 
of velocity as obtained from the inviscid solution along the 
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jet boundary. This allows Eq. (2 .11) to be written with tIo appearing 
as a forcing term 
[AJ {i'} = {B) + {C)Uo - (2. 12) 
This set of equations is solved together with a given set of 
initial conditions, and the v component of velocity at the jet 
boundary found from the solution through use of the continuity 
relation. Thus the v component of velocity along the jet boundary 
may be calculated from both the viscous and inviscid formulations. 
The aim of the iteration scheme is to find the distribution 
of normal transpiration velocity, used as a boundary condition 
for the inviscid solution, which matches the v component of 
velocity along the jet boundary as computed from the viscous 
and inviscid solutions. Physically this corresponds to finding 
the proper entrai~~ent distribution for the given jet initial 
conditions and geometrical boundary conditions. Matching of 
the pressure field at the jet boundary is achieved automatically 
when the velocity field is compatirle, since the pressure in 
~he inviscid region of the jet profile is required to obey the 
Bernoulli equationC 8 J. 
To start the iteration process, an initial guess for the 
boundary condition to the inviscid flow problem is chosen (a 
reasonable choice is a unifor'rl flOtv boundary condition). The 
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cycle is terminated when the v components of velocity agree 
to some specified tolerance. 
2.6 STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ITERATION SCHEME 
It has been found that the iteration p=ocess is unstable 
when the correction to the transpiration velocity boundary condition 
is made using a classical relaxation scheme with a constant 
relaxation factor such as 
VNn +l = VNn + w{vvis - vinv), (2, 13) 
where VN is the normal component of transpiration velocity at 
the jet boundary, n the iteration level, and vvis and vinv the 
y component of velocity as computed by the inviscid and viscous 
solutions respectively. Under such a scheme, an instability 
develops near the control station and grows rapidly as is propagates 
upstream towards the nozzle. Regardless of its value, inclusion 
of a constant relaxation factor W is shown to have little effect 
on controlling the instability. 
The assessment is made that the stability characteristics 
of this scheme vary with the distance from the virtual origin 
of the jet, and thus the motivation arises to let the relaxation 
factor become a function of the streamwise coordinate x. In 
this way the scheme nay be damped more in the region which is 
most sensitive to the boundary condition correction. A linear 
variation in of the form 
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w = (r + tx), (2 • 14) 
where 
r = 1.0, t = -0.7/(xend), (2.15) 
is found to stabilize the algorithm. Here xend is the x coordinate 
of the furthest downstream station at which the viscous and 
inviscid solutions are matched. While this scheme is undcr-
relaxed for most of the jet trajectory, the number of cycles 
needed to achieve a three decade drop in the solution error 
is about 4. This scheme is quite robust, and no further stability 
problems are encountered even for a wide range of geometrical 
confi~Jrations and flight conditions. 
Once convergence is achieved, the viscous-inviscid matching 
is complete and the remainder of the viscous flow within the 
mixing channel is computed by marching the full set of Egs. (2.11) 
downstream from the control station to the shrvud exit. 
2.7 EXIT PRESSURE MATCHING 
Upon exit of the shroud, the requirement is posed that 
the pressure be continuous across the slipstream created between 
the viscous and inviscid calculations made there. The pressure 
computed by the inviscid solution at the primary jet nozzle 
is used as an initial condition for marching of the viscous 
solution. At the exit of the shroud, the pressure predicted 
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there by the viscous solution is compared with the pressure 
computed by the inviscid solution. Compatibility between these 
pressure fields is achieved by iterctively adjusting the mom~ntum 
flux of the primary jet (equivalent to adjusting the initial 
value of u1)' The following relaxation scheme is used to correct 
the jet initial conai tions in response to a exit pres-;ure inbalance 
Ul(O)n+l =- ul(O)n + w(Pinv .• Pvis) , (2.16) 
where 
cu - 20. (2.17) 
No stability problems are encountered with this scheme. 
The pressures on either side of the slipstream at the shroud 
exit can be compared only once the velocity field is matched 
at the jet boundary. For this reason it is necessary to nest 
the iteration scheme for matching the velocity at the zonal 
interface within the iteration loop for matching the pressure 
at the exit. starting with a. given value of u1 to be used as 
the initial condit~on in the integral method, the viscous and 
inviscid zones are first matched, thereby allowing the viscous 
and inviscid pressure predictions at the exit to be compared. 
The outer loop is closed as the initial centerline velocity 
of the jet (ul) is adjusted in response to the computed pressure 
inbalance. The over~ll scheme is shown schematically in Figure 
11. 
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2.8 BOUNDARY LAYER CALCOLATION 
The boundary layer calculation performed here is based 
on von Karman's integral formulation of the boundary layer equat-
ions. Transition and separation are predicted by monitoring 
the local shape factors as suggested by Eppler[9J. As theories 
for a ~urbulent boundary layer which evolves in a turbulent 
outer field are not well developed, the boundary lay~r calculation 
is terminated at the point at which the jet first interacts 
with the surface of the shroud. The lack of ability to calculate 
the boundary layer throughout the entire s • ~d prohibits the 
computation of skin friction over the entire device. For this 
reason thp- boundary layer calculation serves only to indicate 
separation at the inlet and not to provide a measure of the 
drag induced by the shroud. In addition to this r no attempt 
is made to account for the displacement effects of the boundary 
layers. It is anticipated that the displacement effects do 
not appreciably affect the overall performance of the device, 
and without displacement thickness information within the mixing 
channel, there is little point in making a correction. 
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3« COMPARISON WITH EXPERIHEN'I' 
The augmentor algoritlun is compared with a serjes of measure-
ments taken by Bernal and Sarohia[10] at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. A cross-section of the two-dimensional model tested 
is shown in Figure 12. The surface pressure distribution predicted 
by the augmentor code is compared with experiment in Figure 
13. The agreement is seen to be quite good over most of the 
shroud with the suction peak location and magnitude properly 
predicted. The pressure deviates most within the mixing channel, 
which loS likely to be a consequence of the crude turbulence 
model used in this region. Note the strong adverse pressure 
gradient following the suction peak. The :Joundary layers which 
develop on the shroud walls are prone to separate in this region, 
and for this reason close attention must be paid to the boundary 
layer development in the design of a thrust augmF",ntor in order 
to avoid inlet stall. 
Figure 14 sho~"s the evolution of the jet velocity profile 
within the mixing channel. The overall agreement is good, pith 
the computed profiles reproducing the correct shape and velocity 
magnitude. The code predicts an augmentation ratio of 1.26 
while the experiment yields a value of 1.2. The five percent 
discrepancy in augmentation ratio falls within t.ue uncertc>:.inty 
of the reported value. 
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The CPU time required for the computation of a single converged 
flo\"field is approximately two minutes on the VAX-Il 7/780 system. 
The close agreement with the experimental data suggests 
that the viscous-inviscid assumption as well as the eddy viscosity 
turbulence model provide a good approximation to the physical 
processes. The computational time is slight enough to allow 
an optimization study to be undertaken in which hundreds of 
separate configurations must be evaluated. Such an optimization 
study is discussed in the next section. 
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~. OPTIHIZATION STUDIES 
As illustration of the capabilities of the model, a simple 
study for the optimization of the inlet detail for the shroud 
, 
studied by Bernal and Sarohia is undertaken. A dimensional 
analysis is performed in order to determine similarity rules, 
which aside from their own utility, serve to reduce the number 
of free parameters. A quasi-Newton optimization routine(ll] 
is coupled with the augmentor code in order to systematically 
search through the free parameters which survive the dimensional 
analysis. The constraints imposed both by geometric restrictions 
and flow separation are incorporated into the optimization scheme 
through algebraic penalty functions which discount the performance 
rating once a constraint is violated. 
4.1 A SIUPLE INLET DESIGN PROBLEM 
Figure 15 shows a perttlrbed version of the previously studied 
shroud in which the jet nozzle is free to move ~long the plane 
of symmetry, and a section of the inlet lip is allowed to rotate 
out of the plane of the mixing channel. The geometric design 
variables are the jet nozzle location XO' the overall length 
of the shroud L, the height of the mixing channel 2H t the thickness 
of the shroud d, the length of the inlet section rotated XLI 
and the rotation angle B. In addition to the geometric param-
eters, the free-stream speed u~ , as well as tha thrust of the 
primary nozzle To are includsd as design variables. In order 
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to isolate the effects of inlet shape, shrouds with diffusers 
have not been considered, and the mixing channel walls remain 
parallel up to the exit station in all cases. 
4.2 DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
The thrust developed by the augmentor is expected to depend 
on the each of the design parameters. 
statement is made 
Thus symbolically the 
T = T(To'~'p,u~ ,L,2H,d,Xo 'XL,8J. (4.1) 
The dimensions of the 11 parameters which appear above are all 
composed of the three basic dimensions of mass, length, and 
time. The Buckingham pi theorem[25] of dimensional analysis 
states that the number of dimensionless groups is equal to the 
number of independent parameters minus the number of independent 
basic dimensicns. Thus in this case 8 dimensionless groups 
exist. Due to a further result of the pi theorem, one group 
may be expressed as a function of all the rest. Thus 
T 
9= 
To 
= f -[ 
u~ 
VTo/P2H 
VTO/P?H (2H) 
~/p 
Xo 
2H 
, 
XL 8, 
2H 
, 
2H :~l L 
This relation states that the thrust augmenta~ion ratio is a 
function of seven dimensionless parameter groups. The first 
(4.2) 
group appearing ab0ve is a a dimensionless measure of the free-stream 
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speed. The characteristic velocity used in its normalization, 
-"" To (4.3) 
U c - V' P2H 
is derived from the momentum flux of the primary jet. It has 
the physical interpretation as being the exit velocity of a 
fictitious jet with the same momentum flux as the primary jet, 
but with an exit width equal to the mixing channel height, 2H. 
This same velocity scale is used in the definition of the Reynolds 
number, which is the second parameter in Eg. (4.2). The jet 
characteristic velocity is used in favor of the free-stream 
velocity in this case so that the Reynolds number remains defined 
when configurations are evaluated in the absence of a free-stream. 
The remaining parameters in Eg. (4.2) are dimensionless 
measures of the geometric detail of the thrust augmentor configura-
tion. In an effort to contain the scope of the optimization 
study, t~e shroud aspect ratio, L/2H is held fixed at 3.28, 
and the ~hroud thickness relative to the mixing channel height, 
d/2H is held fixed at 0.5. With these two parameters fixed, 
the overall dimensions of the optimized configurations are identical 
to the shroud tested by Bernal and Sarohia. As an additional 
consequence, the optimization problem is reduced from a seven 
to a five parameter search. 
4.3 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINTS 
The primary objective of the optimization study is to maximize 
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the thrust augmentation ratio. Naturally then the objective 
function is taken to be that which defines ¢ (Eq. (4.2) with 
L/2H and d/2H deleted). A concise statement of the problem 
is 
[
xo 
Maximize ¢ = f --, 
2H 
Xl. 
I 
2H 
f) ; 
Uo VTo/P2H (2H)] I 
VTo/P2H ' tJ./p J (4.4) 
where the elements of f belong to the constraint space defined 
below. The dimensionless free-stream velocity and Reynolds 
number are treated as parameters rather than design variables 
in the optimization process. That is, a free-stream velocity 
and Reynolds number are chosen, and then the inlet geometry 
optimized for that particular flight condition. 
The constraints arise both from geometric restrictions 
and boundary layer separation over the inlet region of the shrouj. 
As the search path of the optimization routine can not be controlled, 
is is necessary to employ geometric constraints in order to 
avoid situations in ,."hioh the evaluation of a non-physical configura-
tion is attempted. As an example, without constraints, the 
optimization routine may call for the evaluation of a configuration 
whose combination of lip rotation point and negative rotation 
angle would require that the two lobes of the shroud cross over 
each other along the symmetry plane. Each geometric design 
variable is constrained within limits which i~sure a realizable 
geometry. 
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An additional constraint is imposed by the boundary layer 
behavior along the inlet region of the shroud. since inlet 
stall greatly detracts from the performance of the device( con fig-
urations for which boundary layer separation is predicted are 
rejected in the optimization process. 
"." PENALTY FUNCTION TRANSFOR.?.1ATION 
Unconstrained optimization problems are much simpler to 
treat than are constrained ones[12]. For this reason the present 
constrained problem is recast as an unconstrained problem through 
the use of the penalty function transformation[l2]. The use 
of penalty functions allows the constraints tc be ignored until 
one of them is violated. When a constraint is violated, the 
performance rating is artificially lowered in an effort to redirect 
the search away from the forbidden region. In the present study, 
algebraic penalty functions based on quadratic relations ar~ 
used. The transformed objective fun(!tion is defined as 
Maximize g 2 =¢-2:Ci(Oi), (4.5) 
where the Ci are weighting coefficients and the 01 are the penalty 
functions. The penalty functions are defined as 
R r< L ~ Xo + Lj - Rn 'J 
01 = e l2H 2H (2Hltan(12o ) 2H' (4.6) 
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R[Rn _ xLl 
°2 = 2H 2HJ' 
° _ R[-XOtan(120) - XLtan(B} - =], 
3 - 2H 2H 2 
04 = R r_xo -L 2H 
Lj 
2H 
_ Rn] 
- I 2H 
05 = R(1.0 - Scrit), 
/ 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where Lj is the horizontal length of the viscous-inviscid interaction 
zone, Rn is the nose radius, Scrit is the surface coordinate 
at which the boundary layer has separated, and R is the ramp 
function. The surface coordinate Scrit is normalized such that 
its origin corresponds to the stagnation point and the control 
station corresponds to a value of 1. If the boundary layer 
remains attached Scrit is assigned a value of 1. 
Penalty function 01 insures that the lip rotation point 
is upstream of the control station. Penalty function 02 insures 
that the lip rotation point is downstream of the nose radius. 
Penalty function 03 insures that the lip does not rotate into 
the viscous region. Penalty function 04 limits the distance 
at which the nozzle may be placed upstream of the shroud. This 
restriction insures that the jet has not yet expanded to a width 
greater than t.hat of the mixing chamber upon entrance into the 
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device. Penalty function Os insures that the boundary layer 
remains attached over the inlet region of the shroud. 
The weighting coefficients are a measure of the relative 
importance of respect for the constraints and the desire to 
obtain the highest possible thrust augmentation ratio. Low 
values of C imply little attention is paid to tIle constraints, 
while large values of C increase their importance. Difficulties 
in achieving convergence arise when the weighting coefficients 
take on very large values. Each of the weighting coefficients 
are started at a value of 1, and then increased to a value of 
10 as the optimal point is neared. In some instances the values 
of individual weighting weighting coefficients may have to be 
adjusted slightly in order to achieve convergence. 
".5 OPT!MAL SOLU'rIONS 
optimal configurations are determined for a wide range 
of Reynolds number (RT) for three values of the dimensionless 
free-stream velocity (y). Figure 16 shows t~e variation in 
the performance of a thrust augmentor with an optimized inlet 
as a function of both Reynolds number and free stream speed. 
The results show that the performance is an increasing function 
of Reynolds number, with strongest dependence in.the low Reynolds 
number range. The rapid increase in performance at low Reynolds 
numbers is associated with transition from a lamir.ar to a turbulent 
boundary layer. A laminar boundary layer can not withstand 
the severe adverse pressure gradient which is present in the 
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inlet region. In an effort to avoid inlet stall, the optimiza-
tion routin~ seeks configurations which reduce the pressure 
rise in the inlet region by decreasing the degree of turbulent 
mixing within the shroud. In so doing, the performance is decreased 
since the mechanism of thrust augmentation relies on ~ixing 
of the high momentum jet with the ambient fluid. As the Reynolds 
number is increased to a value sufficient to induce transition 
to a turbulent boundary layer, the performance is greatly enhanced 
due to the fact that the turbulent boundary layer. is able to 
negotiate the intensified pressure rise associated with increased 
mixing withi'l the shroud. 
When a non-zero free-stream speed is included, the presence 
of a strong favorable pressure gradient following the stagnation 
point at the shroud nose helps to energize the boundary layer, 
thus making it more resilient to separation as the p'ressure 
rise ill the inlet region is encountered. In contrast to this, 
in the case of static operation, t~e boundary layer begins at 
the tail end of the shroud, and ~le to its lengthy evolution 
and less favorable pressure gradient, becomes thick and sluggish 
by the time it has traveled the distance necessary to be swept 
into the inlet. The resulting thick, poorly energized boundary 
layer experiences separation at a smaller pressure rise than 
the one which the more favorably energized boundary layer can 
withstand. For this reason, increased levels of performance 
are noted in the laminar regime when a free-stream velocity 
is present. 
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In the high Reynolds number regime, performance decreases 
with increasing free-stream speed. This is due in part to the 
normalization used in the definition of the thrust augmentation 
ratio, and due in part to a reduction in shear at the jet boundary, 
The thrust augmentation ratio is d~fined as the gross thrust 
divided by the the thrust produced by the primary nozzle when 
exhausted in an otherwise quiescent medium. When a free-stream 
velocity is present, the actual thrust produced by the primary 
jet is reduced by an amount equal to the momentum flux of the 
free-stream across the jet nozzle area. As a consequence of 
this, the gross thrust is also reduced, and thus when compared 
with the primary thrust ~roduced in a quiescent medium, an apparent 
drop in the thrust a;~mentation ratio arises. An alternate 
definition of thrust augmentation ratio could be developed in 
which the gross thrust is normalized by the free-stream reduced 
primary thrust. However the standard definition is used here. 
In addition to the apparent drop in performance due to 
the nor~alization, there exists a physical loss of performance 
due to the reduced rate of shear in the jet layer which occurs 
as the free-stream velocity effectively lowers the difference 
between the ambient fluid velocity and jet velocity. A reduction 
in entrainment of the ambient fluid follcws the reduction in 
the rate of shear and thus the performance drops. 
A few representative optimal shapes corresponding to the 
performance curve are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The results 
show that the optimal design shapes are a much stronger function 
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of Reynolds number than free-stream speed. At low Reynolds 
number, Figure 17 shows that the optimal nozzle position is 
located up to one channel width ahead of the shroud, while the 
inlet is slightly expanded. This combination serves to minimize 
the adverse pressure gradient in the inlet region as required 
by the laminar boundary layer which develops there. In Figure 
18 as the Reynolds number is increased and the boundary layers 
undergo transition, the nozzle moves roughly up to the entrance 
plane of the shroud. The inlet lips rotate through the horizontal 
and then towards the jet as the Reynolds number is increased. 
The length of the inlet lip which is rotated is seen to increase 
with Reynolds number. 
More detail on the behavior of the various design parameters 
as the Reynolds nu~~er and dimensionless free-stream speed are 
varied is shown in Figures 19-21. Figure 19 illustrates the 
optimal lip rotation angle as a function of Reynolds nuro};.:lr 
for three values of the dimensionless free-stream speed. It 
can be seen that the optimal lip rotation anglrs follow a similar 
trend for all three values of dimensionless free-stream velocity. 
As the Reynolds number is increased, and laminar boundary layers 
give way to turbulent ones, the lips rotate quickly from large 
positive angles to a position of roughly zero angle. Further 
increase in the Reynolds number causes a continual gradual decline 
in the lip rotation angle. Differences in the optimal lip rotati on 
angle due the free-stream speed become increasingly small as 
in the high Reynolds number regime. 
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Displayed in Figure 20 is the optimal primary nozzle location 
as a function of Reynolds number for the three values of the 
dimensionless free-stream speed. The trends are qualitatively 
similar for each of the three values of free-stream speed. 
In the low Reynolds number limit, the nozzle is located well 
in front of the shroud due to the fragile nature of the laminar 
boundary layers. As the Reynolds number is increased and the 
boundary layers become turbulent, the optimal nozzle position 
moves quickly to a limiting point just inside the shroud. In 
liyht of the forward stagnation point induced by the free-stream 
and its positive effect on the boundary layer development, the 
optimal nozzle location moves forward more quickly when ~ free-
stream is present as compared to static operation. 
Figure 21 illustrates the optimal length of the inlet lip 
plotted as a function of Reynolds number with the dimensionless 
free-stream velocity appearing as a parameter. The general 
trend of a short lip at low Reynold; .. : number I maximum lip length 
at moderate Reynol~s number and a decline in lip length with 
very large Reynolds number is seen to hold for all three values 
of the dimensionless free-stream velocity. Again due to the 
forward stagnation point, there is a shift in Reynolds number 
when the results for static operation are compared with those 
for a non-zero free-stream. The rapid change in the lip length 
when moving out of the low Reynolds number regime is due to 
boundary layer transition. 
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s. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
A viscous-inviscid methodology for the calculation of 
two-dimensional thrust augmentor performance is developed, which, 
through combining a higher order panel method with an integral 
method, allows for economic and rcbust compu'ldtion. Good qualitative 
and quantitative agreement with experiment is obtained with 
the thrust augmentation prediction matching the experiment within 
5%. The computational time necessary to compute the flovfield 
is roughly two minutes on the VAX/11-780 machine. The potential 
for use of the code as a practical design tool is demonstrated 
through an optimization study for the inlet shape and nozzle 
placement •. Reynolds number effects captured through a boundary 
layer calculation are shown to be an important design parameter. 
An interesting observation is that barring separation, 
and constraining the mixing channel height to be a constant, 
the optimal configurations have an inlet which constricts the 
entering flow. As the inlet is narrowed, the en~rained flow 
is forced to achieve a higher speed as it enters the shroud. 
This increase in inlet 7elocity reduces the rate of shear produced 
at the jet boundary; th~reby reducing the entrainment. However, 
at the same time the increasec inlet velocity enhances the convective 
acceleration about the nose, thereby increasing the induced 
thrust. Evidently the increase in fluid speed about the nose 
plays a more important role than does the decrease in entrainnlent. 
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Bevilaqua has observed a similar trend for the case of a straight 
walled inlet in which tha ratio formed between the inlet area 
and the je~ nozzle area was varied[3J. 
An important conclusion of the opti~ization study is the 
tact that inlet boundary layer sep;:lration is the determining 
factor in the maximum obtaipable performance. In low Reynolds 
number operation, the presence of laminar boundary layers poses 
a problem because of their tendency to separate in the region 
of pressure recovery ~~thin the inlet. In orier to design a 
configuration to be free of inlet stall in the laminar regime, 
the performance must be compromised by reducing the degree of 
turbulent mixing which takes place within the inlet region of 
the shroud. The designer should be alertad to this fact and 
try to ei~her force the boundary layer to become turbulent or 
employ some other means of boundary layer control. It is clear 
that some form of boundary layer management will not only SUbstan-
tially increase the performance, but will also allow a single 
configuration to operate efficiently over a wider range of Reynolds 
numbers and free-stream speeds. As a means of boundary layer 
control, the use of a wall jet may be advantageous since it 
is likely to enhance the turbulent mixing within the shroud. 
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Figure 1. Lifting ejector for vertical takeoff applications. 
The shaded region shows the idealized ejector in vihich the geometry 
is somewhat simplified. In the present study the interference 
introduced by the aircraft and the other ejector are neglected, 
leaving a single ejector in isolation to be the focus of attention. 
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Figure 2. Viscous floW regions. 
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(j) Inviscid zone computed with a higher order panel method. 
(@) Viscous zone computed with an integral method. 
Figure 3. Thrust augmentor and the zonal approach. 
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Figure 4. The inviscid problem. 
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Inviscid flowfield computed using a classical panel 
method. (A) Far field, (B) Near field. Note well behaved far 
field and local inaccuracy near the control station. 
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Figure 6. Hybrid scheme. The far field is computed using the 
classical panel method. Dirichlet data from the panel solution 
is used at the inflow boundaries to couple the farfield in with 
the local solution provided by the finite. difference calculation. 
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with Figure 5 for the classical panel method alone. 
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F~gure 8. Near fiald detail of the inviscid solution as computed 
using the higher order panel method. To plotting accuracy the 
velocity field is identical to that of the the hybrid scheme. 
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Figure 9. Panel distribution used for the higher order method. 
(A) Overall view, (B) Inlet detail. Not all the panels extending 
fore and aft frem the thrust augmentor are shown in (A). The 
panels continue four shroud lengths ahead of and behind the 
ejector. 
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APPENDIX A 
FO~MULAE FOR THE INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
The panel method construction requires calculation of the 
velocity components at an arbitrary field point as ihduced by 
an isolated panel (say the jth one) on the body surface. In 
the higher order method, the geometric features of the two neigh-
boring panels (j-I and j+l) must be in~luded when considering 
the jth panel. Figure A.I shows the geometry and relevant nomen-
clature for three panels j-l, j, and j+l. 
First three coordinate transformations are undertaken which 
take the global x,y system into local systems based on normal 
and tangential directions to the surface at the three control 
points j-l, j, j+l. Each transformation has the same form as 
illustrated for the jth panel 
ETA2 = (X-Xlj)cosaj + CY-.lIj)sinaj, (A.l) 
ZETA2 = -(X-Xlj)sinaj + (Y-Ylj)cosaj' CA.2) 
The local coordinates affixed to the panel j-l are labeled ETAl 
and ZETAI, while those for the panel j+l are labeledETA3 and 
ZETA3. 
Parabolic fit parameters fer the source distribution are 
defined as 
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h';:.':';;;·~ .. ~·; ;'.;'.}.~"","".?' .• -"' ... <" .. ~, .. """",~ .... ""-, ._. -_.- ,_._. 
<J 
.... 
POj 
R' -_J_~I 
= QjPj 
PE' == - - - -2 , l[Rj P'] J Qj Pj Rj· 
Pj 
PFj == --, Q'R' J J 
PGj 
2 
"" PjQj 
4 
PHj = PjRj 
PPlj 
2 
= RjQj 
Qj = OJ + ~[Oj-l + OJ+l], 
Pj = OJ + OJ-I, 
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CA. 3} 
(A. 4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
CA.7) 
CA.8} 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 
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-
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;i 
Rj :::: Dj + Dj+l' (A.ll) 
Distances from the extremes of e~ch panel to the field 
point are computed (for example for the jth panel) acc0rding 
to 
RP2 2 = (ETA2 + Dj/2)2 + ZETA22, (A.12) 
RM22 = (ETA2 - Dj/2)2 + ZETA22. (A.13) 
The distances for the j-l panel are labeled RP1 and RM1, while 
those for the j+l panel are labeled RP3 and ID13. 
The velocity components at the field point are computed 
'from 
where 
Vx = VElcosaj_1 + VE2COsaj + VE3COsaj+l -
VZlsinaj_l - VZ2sinaj - VZ3sinaj+I' 
Vy = VEISinaj_l + VE2Sinaj + VE3Sinaj+1 + 
VZlcosaj_l + VZ2COSaj + VZ3COsaj+ll 
VEl = VEll(PFj_l)Dj_l + VE2l(PPIj_l)D~j_11 
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(1; .14) 
(A.IS) 
(A .16) 
i 
.' 
and where 
i 
VE2 = VE02 + VEI2(PEj)Dj + VEC2(Cj)Dj + 
VE22(PRj + 2C2 j )D2 j , 
VE3 = \~l3{PDj+l)Dj+1 + VE23(PGj+l)02 j +11 
VZI = VZll(PFj_l)Dj_1 + VZ21(PPIj_l)02 j _ll 
VZ2 = VZ02 + VZ12(PEj)Dj + VZC2(Cj)Dj + 
VZ22(PHj + 2C2 j )D2 j , 
VZ3 = VZl3(PDj+l)Dj+l + VZ23 (PGj+l)D2 j +1 , 
VEOl = In (RP1/RMl), 
VE02,= In (RP2/RH2), 
\£03 = In (RP3/P.M3) I 
(A.17) 
(A. IS) 
(A.19) 
(A.20) 
CA.21) 
(A.22) 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
VEC2 = D~[-2(ETA2)VZ02 + 2(ZETA2)VE02 + ETA2(ZETA2)D3 j J' ' 
J , RP2 2 (Rl122) (A.25) 
VEll = ~[ZET.U(VZOl) + ETA1(VE01) -2Dj_l], 
DJ -1 
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(A.26) 
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.' 
VE12 = D ~ [ZETA2 (VZ02) + ETA2 (VE02) - 2Dj] , 
J 
VE13 = _1_[ZETA3(VZ03) + ETA3(VE03) -2Dj+ll, 
Dj+l ~ 
VE21 = 1 [2 (ETAl)ZETAl(VZOl) D2 j _1 
+ (ETA12_ZETA12)VEOl _ 
2 (ETAl) Dj -1] , 
VE22 :: D~ [2 (ET}.2)ZETA2(VZ02) + (ETA2 2-ZETA2 2 )VE02 -
J 
VE23 
VZOl 
:2 (ETAl) Dj] , 
= ~[~ (ETA3) ZETA3 (VZ03) 
J+1 
2 (ETA3) Dj+l] I 
+ (ETA3 2 -ZETA3 2 )VE03 _ 
2tan-1[ ZETAl(Dj_l) ] 
= (ETA12+ZETA12) - (Dj_1/2 )2 ' 
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(A.28) 
(A.29) 
(A. 30 j 
(A.31) 
(A.32) 
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VZ02 ::; 2tan-1 ' ZETA2(Dj_1) I [ , (ETA22~ZETA2i) - (Dj/2)2J . 
~ 
VZ03 2t-n-
1l ZETA3(DjT1) J 
= (ETA3 2+ZETA3 2 ) - (0;+1/ 2 )2 ' 
VZC2 = ~{2(ZETA2)VZ02 + ~(ETA2)VE02 - 2(Dj) rl + 
~ L 
(ETA22+ZETA22)2 - (ETA2 2-ZETA2<'.i( Dj / ... ,-]) 
RP2 2 (RM22) -, S' 
VZll = ~_[ETA1 (VZOl) - ZETAI (VE01)] , 
D,-l 
VZ12 = D~[ETA2(VZC2) - ZETA2(VE02)J, 
VZ13 = _1_[ETA3 (VZ03) - 'O:;TA3 (VE03)], 
Dj+l 
VZ21 '" 1_[_2 (ETAl; ZETAI (\TEOl) D2 j _1 
2 (ZETAl) Dj-1J, 
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+ (ETA12_ZETA12)VZOl + 
(.\.33) 
(A.:>4) 
(A.'35) 
CA.36) 
(P •• 3 i) 
,(A.38) 
(1\.39) 
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\ 
':_---/ 
VZ22 
''''''~., --~----- ~. -_.~----~., ~"- ... - .--, " 
_ 1 f-2 (ETA2) ZETA2 (VE02) + (ETA22_ZETA22)VZO~ + 
-D2j_ 
2 (ZETA2) Dj], 
VZ23 = 1 [-2 (ETA3) ZETA3 (VE03) D2j+l 
+ (ETA3 2-ZETA3 2)VZOJ + 
2 (ZETA3) Dj+lJ. 
The local surface curvatures Cj used in Eqs (A. 1') and 
(h.20) are computed from a quadratic spline fit. 
(A.40) 
(A.41) 
Now having established the induced velocity components f 
a set of simultaneous linear equations is constructed in order 
to determine the source strength for each panel. The general 
strategy is to compute the normal component of velocity induc<1d 
by the jth panel at the control point of the ith p~nel. assuminq 
unit source strength. The procedure is repeated for each centrol 
point, where account is made for the velocities due to the unit 
strength singularity on each individual panel. A matrix of 
areodynamic influence coefficients results where a generic elam~nt 
is defined as 
Wij : -Vxijsinai + VyijCOSGi' (A.4~) 
Now tile inner product formed with the ith row of thi.smatri~ 
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and the source strengths qj results in the net induced velocity 
at the ith control point. This net induced velocity is set 
equal to the component of the free-stream velocity normal to 
the ith panel plus any prescribed transpiration velocity, to 
give a single constraint equation for the system. The same 
procedure is repeated for each panel, and a closed system of 
equations result which may be written in matrix form as 
[W){q} = {B}, CA.43) 
where the Bi are given as 
Bi = Uoo sinai - VNil (A.44) 
and the vNi are the transpiration velocities defined to be positive 
for suction. 
The system of equations give11 by Eq. (A.41) is of the order 
of the number of surface elements, and may be solved in a direct, 
mode. 
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Figure A.I Relevant nomenclature for the higher order panel 
method. Depicted are panels j-I, j, and j+l. Quantities are 
shown for the jth pariel only. 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN CODE 
This appendix contains a source listing of the FORTRAN 
program which computes the thrust augmentation ratio and boundary 
layer behavior for an arbitrary two-dimensional ejector. The 
code is also currently on disk file at the NASA AHES Research 
center in the directory NEP::FFFO:[koenigdg.lund.augment.auglib]. 
In addition to the subroutines listed here, the program 
must be linked to the double precision version of the n1SL mathemat-
ics library. 
Documentation on the use of the program is provided in 
the forn of comment statements included with the sour.::e listing. 
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SUBRot,1'rIHE .i\UGHENT (RE I SCRI'l' I PHI) 
C 
C*****************************************************************************~ 
C * 
C THIS ROUTINE tiAS mUTTEN FOR THE .JOIrIT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAUTICS AND * 
C ACOUSTICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY/HASA AMES RESE.~CH CENT.t:R, BY THOMAS LUND. .. 
C .. 
C LATEST REVISION 2 JULY 1985 * 
C ... 
C SUBROUTINE AUGMENT CONFUTES THE THRUST AUQrEN'IATION RATIO OF A TNO- ... 
C DDtENSIONAL THRUST AUGHENTOR OF ARBITRARY GEOHETRIC CONFIGtJRATION. THE .. 
C CODE IS BASED ON A VISCOUS-INVISCID INTREACTION ALGORITHM IN ~'iHICH TdE .. 
C INVISCID REGION IS COMPtJ'TED USING A HIGHER ORDER PliliEL NE'IHOD I AND T'rlE .. 
C VISCOUS ZONE IS COMPUTED USING AN INTEGRAL 1-lETI10D. .. 
C THIS CODE IS OF EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN, AND CONSEQUENTLY CONTAINS ISOLATED 'I< 
C REGIONS OF POOR LOGIC STRUCTURE. COMMENTS.ARE INCLUDED FOR CLAIRITY .. 
C WHEREVER roSSIBLE TO AIDE IN roLLO~UNG THE PROGR~ STRUCTURE. QUESTIONS 1\ 
C REGARDING THE USE OF THIS CODE It;Y BE DIRECTED TO THE AUTHOR AT STANFORD .. 
C UNlVE.~ITY. .. 
C • 
C *** SUBROUTINE DESCRIPI'IONS *** .. 
C • C ANGLE - COMPOTES THE GEOMETRIC FEATIJRES OF EACH OF 'mE SURFACE EI.D!ENTS .. 
C USED IN THE PANEL METHOD. THE PA.~L LENGTHS, RADIUS OF CtJRVATURE I .. 
C AND ORIENTATION IN SPACE AP-E CAI..CUIATED. • 
C .. 
C AUGLYR - COHF'JTES THE BOUNDARY LAYER DEVEWPNENT 0V'.r.R THE INLET REGION OF * 
C THE DEVICE. • 
C ... 
C BODGEN - GENERATES A SET OF BODY COOROINATES FOR SDiPLE SHROUD SHAPES USED '" 
C IN THE OPTnUZATION STUDY ... 
C .. 
C CF.ANEL - COt-!PUTES '!'HE VISCOUS VOtL'TION IN THE CHANNEL OOHNSTREAM OF Th'E * 
C STATION AT tmICH THE VISCOUS-INVISCID Hl.TCHING IS Th'DED. .. 
C .. 
C COEF - COMPUTES THE AERODYNAMIC INFLW..NCE COEFFICIENT·; FOR USE IN 1"rlE ... 
C PA.~L METHOD • 
C .. 
C DATIN - READS THE DATA FILE WHICH CONTAINS THE BODY SURFACE COORDINATES • 
C AND TRANSPIRATION VEI.OCITIES .. 
c 
C FAPP 
C 
C 
C FCN1 
C 
C 
C FC"12 
C 
C 
C 
C FCNL 
* 
- COMPUTES THE LOCAL SKIN rnrcrIoN COEFFICIENT AND LOCAL D!SSIPl~T!ONtIt 
COEFFICIENT FOR THE LAHINAR EOUNDARY LAYJ='-R EQW\TIONS • 
... 
- COMPUTES THE DERIVATIi."ES OF THE JET PA.~"1ETERS FOR USE IN Hl-..RCHING* 
THE VISCOUS SOLL'TION THROUGH THE VISCOUS-INVISCID REGION It 
'" 
- COMPtlTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE JET PA.~\HETERS· FOR USE IN !-L\RCHING* 
THE VISCOUS SOL'U'TION IN T"rlE HIXING CHANEL DOtm:;TREAM OF THE REGION1\' 
OF VISCOUS-INVISClD H.~TCHING • 
* 
- COMPUTES TEE DE.'UVATIVES OF THE I.I\HINAR BOUNDA\'.Y PARAt"1ETERS FOR ,:, 
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C 
C 
USE IN MARCHING OF THE BOuNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 
C FCNT 
C 
- COMPUTES 'TIlE DERIVATIVES OF THE Tti'RBULENT BOmIDARY LAYER 
PARA.'1ETERS FOR USE I:I MARChING OF THE BOUND.~Y LAYER EQUATIONS 
.. 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
." 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FIX - UPDATES THE DATA FILE CONTAINING THE TRZiliSPlRATION VELOCI'I'IES 
ONCE CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. 
FLDVEL - COMPUTES 'TIlE VELOCI'rY COMPONENTS AT AN ARBITRARY LOCATION IN THE 
INVISCID FIELD FROM THE PANEL SOLUTION 
INTR~! - IN'rERPOI.A'I'ES THE FUNCTION A.T<ID DERIVATIVE VAIL"ES FROl! A CUBIC 
SPLINE FIT PRODUCED BY IMSL ROUTINE ICSCCU 
JET - MARCHES THE VISCOUS SOLUTION THROUGH THE VISCOUS-INVISC1D REQION .. 
LIl'rI'RP - INTERPOIATES 'l'HE FUNCTION AND DERIVATIVE VAI..UES FROH THE LINEAR 
SPLINE FIT RotJTINE INSPlli 
LNSPLN - CO!1PUTES TPoE PARAMETERS FOR A I...IN'P...AR SPLINE FIT 
* 
.. 
.. 
.. 
...-
.. 
MATRIX - COMPOTES THE COPI.ING COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND RIGHT HAND SIDE OF T"rlE* 
VISCOUS SOLUTION SYSTEl-l .. 
PAlNLC - COHP'OTES THE VELOCITY VALUES ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY' FRO!-! TrlE 
Ih~SCID SOLUTION 
lit 
.. 
.. 
.. 
PAR.~ - RV.DS A DATA FILE COl-."rAINING GEOHETR!C PAR>.METERS ASSOC"!:A.TED tITlE .. 
THE SHROUD .. 
PERr""'P:M - COHPtJ'IES THE THRUST AUGMENTATION RA'I'IO l-'"ROM THE CONVERGED 
SOLUTION 
.. 
* 
.. 
.. 
RK2 - PERFOR!>!S NlJ!1E.'UCAL INTEGRATION ACCORDING TO T"rlE SE(X~ND ORDER RL1iGE* 
KUTTA METHOD * 
S1MQ 
SIZE 
- SOLVES A SET 0'" SIMULTANEOUS LU,TI:.AR EQUATIONS 
- READS THE DATA SET CONTAINING THE BODY COORDINlI.TES Ui ORDER 'TO 
ASSESS ITS SIZE 
SOLVE3 - PERFOR¥~ THE SIMULTA}~OUS LINEAR EQUATION SOLV7ION NECESSARY TO 
DETERL'1INE 'mE DERIVATIVES OF 'mE JET PARAHETERS 
STREN - COMPUTES THE SINGUlARITY INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION FOR USE IN THE 
PANEL METHOD 
.. 
... 
.. 
.. 
* 
.. 
.. 
.. 
* 
* 
.. 
". 
SURFVEL- CO!>1PUTES THE VElDCITY AT THE SURFACE OF THE SHROUD FOR USE Di TI-iE .. 
BOUNDARY IAYER CALCULATION .. 
*** l?l\R.~.c:R DESCRIP:tION *** 
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C INPUT: 
* 
'" 
* 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
C RE - THRUST BASED REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Oti'TPUT: 
SCRIT - StJRFACE COORDINATE AT i".rUCH SEPARATION OCCURS. 
lAYER RD1AINS ATTACliED SCRIT = 1. 
PHI - THRUST AUG~lliNTATION RATIO 
*** DATA FII~S *** 
IF THE BOUNDARY 
* 
* 
.. 
INPUT: * 
BODY - CONTAINS THE COORDINATES OF T'rlE SHROUD SURFACE AS WELL AS THE * 
TRANSPI:K.;'TION VELOCITY' REQUIRED OVER EAC'rl PANEL. THE FORt1AT * 
IS X, Y, VN IN A FIELD OF 3F10.4 * 
PARAM - CONTAINS SCALE INFOIDl".ATION FOR TrlE BODY GEOMETRY. THE PA.~\HETu':{S * 
ARE XO,XC,XEXIT,NJS,NJF,W....s,NLF,VO,BETA,U10, IN A FIELD OF .. 
3F10.5,414,/,2F10.4,/,F10.4. XO IS THE NOZZlE LOCATION NOR~ZED * 
BY THE CH!'.NNEL HALF-HIDI'H, XC IS THE CONTROL STATION LOCATION * 
NORMALIZED BY THE CHANNEL HALF-WIDTH, XEND IS THE SHROtJD END * 
LOCATION NORMALIZED BY THE CHANNEL HALF-WIDTH, NJS IS THE PANEL * 
NUMBER AT vi'HICH THE JET STARTS, NJF IS THE PAl'll:L NUMBER AT WHICH * 
THE CONTROL STATION ENDS, m:s IS THE PANEL NUMBER AT i'mICH THE THE * 
INLET LIP BEGINS, NLF IS THE PANEL NUMBER AT WHICH THE INI.Er LIP .. 
ENDS, VO IS THE FREE-STREk'1 VELOCITY' NORMALIZED BY THE VELOCITY Nr * 
THE CONTROL STATION, BETA IS THE ANGLE OF ATTACK, Al'iD UlO IS THE .. 
INITIAL CEh"'I'ERLINE VELOCITY OF THE JET. THE PANELS ARE Ntn1BERED * 
SEQUENTIALLY STARrING FROM THE PANEL FURTHEST UPSTREAM .. 
VEL - INITIAL JET CENTERLINE Vi:':LOCITY AS WELL AS THE JET EWi'RAINMENT * 
VELOCITY DIS'IRIBUTION. THE FORYJAT IS Ul0 IN A FIEID OF F20.4 .. 
AND THEN THE VORMA!. VELOCITIES AT THE PANELS v,'RICH REPRESENT TP.E * 
JET IN A FIElD OF FlO. 4. VEL IS UPDATED AT EACH ITERATION. * 
.. 
OUTPUT: .. 
DIAG - COh'TAINS ERROR NESSAGES. DIAG SHOtJ.!...D BE CONSULTED AT THE .. 
COMPLETION OF EACH RtJN TO CHECK FOR ERROR CONDITIONS. IN ADDITION .. 
DIAG COh'TAINS DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUTS IF THE LOGICAL VARIABLE Dti'HPl * 
IS SZT TO TRUE * 
PERFORl-l-CONTAINS THE AUGMENTATION RATIO AS COMPUTED BOTH BY INTEGRATION OF * 
THE SURFACE PRESSURE AND A BIJ...sIUS CONTROL VOllJME ANALYSIS. IN * 
ADDITION A SUMMARY OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER C.zu,culATION IS PROVIDED * 
*** LDn<ING *** 
THIS ROUTINE MUST BE I..IN".t<ED TO THE AUGLIB LIBRARY AS WELL AS THE 
PRECISION VERSION OF THE IMSL l~BRARY. 
*** PRECISION *** 
ALL PARAHETERS A.~D INTERNAL VARL~LES ARE DOUBLE PRECISION. 
*** ENVIRONHENT *** 
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C VAX/1l-780 OR VA..'\j1l-785 
C 
... 
* C****************************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XJ(250,2),XI(250,2),VN(250),ALPHA(250), 
& D(250),Q(250),W(250,250),P(250,250),VlN(50), 
& XS(250),VS{250),SC(10O),UEXT(lOO) 
COMMON /UNIF/ VO 
CONMON /AREA4/ PATM 
COMMON /AREAIO/ XC 
COMMON /AREAl2/ XEXIT 
COMMON /DUMP / DtJ}fPl 
LOGICAL Du11Pl,STAG,DUMP,SEP 
REi-lIND 1 
REWIND 2 
C *** DUMP CO~rr.ROLS DIAGNOSTIC PRINTING *** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DOMP1"'.FALSE. 
*** TOLl IS THE CONv'ERGENCE TOLLERENCE FOR THE VISCOtJS-INVISCID *** 
*** MATCHING, TOU IS THE CONVERGENCE TOLLERENCE FOR THE EXIT *** 
*** PRESSURE MATCHING *** 
T0L1=5.0D-4 
TOL2=5.00-4 
CALL SIZE (M) 
CALL DATIN(XJ,VN,M) 
C *** N IS THE Nu'MBER OF SURFACE ELEMENTS *** 
C 
C 
C 
N=M-1 
CALL PARMIN(UIO,VO,BETA) 
CALL ANGLE(XJ,N,XI,~Dp~,O) 
C *** IF L=l THE AERODYNlJ-rrC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS A.~ COHl'UTED, *** 
C *** IF L=O THE COEFFICIENTS FROM THE PREVIOUS ITERATION A.t:U:: USED *** 
C 
C 
10 
20 
L=l 
00 50 J=l,lO 
00 10 I=1,10 
IF(J.NE.l.OR.I.NE.l) L=O 
CALL STREN(XI ,Q, VN, ALPHA, D, W,N,P, VO,BETA,L) 
CALL PANVLC(XI,ALFr~,D,Q,N) 
CALL JET(UIO,v~rRES) 
IF(RES.LT.TOL1) GOTO 20 
CONTINUE 
CALL CHANEL(PEXIT) 
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C 
C 
40 
50 
90 
*** cor'!P'~'TE THE STATIC PRESSURE IN THE INVISCID FIELD AT THE *** 
* ** SHROUD EXIT * * * 
PINV=PATM-0.5*VO*VO 
R==(PINV-PEXIT) 
WW=4.0DO+O.5DO*U10 
UCOR=Wd*R 
*** SET BOUNDS ON CORREC~ION FACTOR IN ORDER TO AVOID *** 
*** INSTABILITIES *** 
IF(UCOR~GT.5.0) UCOR=5.0DO 
IF(UCOR.LT.-5.0) UCOR~-5.0DO 
Ul~UlO+UCOR 
WRITE(5,40) PIW1,PEXIT,U10 
FORMATel, , IN AUGMENT PINV = ',F12.8,' PEXIT = ',F12.8, 
& ' U10 = ',F12.8,/) 
IF(DABS(R) .LT.TOL2) GOTO.90 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CALL SUR.FVEL(XI ,ALPHA, D, Q, N, SC, UEXT, NEXT, XLElI, STAG) 
DUMP=.FALSE. 
NSTE~20 
CALL AUGLYR (SC, UEXT I NEXT, RE, STAG, DIDrP, NSTEP , SEP ,SCRlT) 
IF(SEP) THEN 
WRITE(4,lOO) 
100 FOR!1AT{' SEPARATED BOUNDARY lAYER',/) 
ELSE 
\1RlTE (4,110) 
llO FORMA'l' { , NO SEPARATION' ,I) 
END IF 
CALL PERFRM(XI,ALFrlA,D,Q,N,UIO,PHI) 
RETTJRN 
END 
<$ 
"-
.... <.: ••• 
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SUBROUTINE ANGLE (XP , N, XI, ALPHA, D) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROtJ'rL'IE ANGLE COMPUTES TrIE SURFACE ELEMENT LENGTH, RADIUS OF * 
C CURVA'rtJRE, AND ORIZNTIA'l'ION IN SPACE FOR USE IN THE PM"EL METHOD~ * 
C .. 
C *** PARAHETER DESCRIPI'ION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT:.
C XP - SURFACE COORDINATES STORED AS X, Y PAIRS IN A CN-l) X 2 MATRIX .. 
C N - NUMBER OF SURFACE ELEY.ENTS * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C XI - COORDnJATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS STORED AS XY PAIRS IN A N X 2 * 
C ~~X * 
C ALPHA - VECTOR OF INVERSE TANGENTS OF THE SLOPE OF EACH PMTEL * 
C (ORIENTATION ANGLE) * 
C 0 - VECTOR CONTAINING THE LENGTHS OF EACH PANE .. 
C * 
C SENT DIRECTLY TO SUBROUTINE COEr IN A COMMON STATEMENT ARE THE PAAABOI.A .. 
C FIT PARAME'l"""LR VEcrORS PO, PE, PF, PF, PH, PPI, AS ~-JELL AS THE VECTOR CONTAINING .. 
C THE CURVATURE OF E1.CH PANEL,C, AND A LOGI~'\L VARIABLE PERDT SET TO TRUE .. 
C FOR A BODY WITH PERIODIC GEOMETRY * 
C * 
c****************************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLJCIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DINENSION XP(N+l,2) ,XI(N,2) ,AL.."DF.A(N) ,DCN) 
COMHCN jDUMPj Du'MPl 
LOGICAL Dt;1'lPl 
COMMON JANGLElj PD(lOO) ,PEClOO) ,PF(lOO) ,PGC·lOO) ,PH(lOO), 
& PPI(lOO),C(lOO) 
CONNON JANGLE2j PEROT 
LOGICAl, PEPl1l' 
PI=3.H1S93 
C *** CHECK FOR PERIODIC GEOHETR'.l *** 
C 
C 
XDIFF=XP(M,l)-XP(l,l) 
YDIFF=XP(M,2)-XP(1,2) 
IF(DABS(XDIFF).LT.1.E-3.AND.DABS(YDIFF) .LT.l.E-3) PERDT=.T.RL"E. 
C *** nmIVIDUAL PM'EL ORIENTATION ANGl.E AND LENGTH *** 
C 
DO 10 I=l,N 
DX=XP«I+l),l)-XP(I,l) 
DY=XPC(I+l),2)-XP(I,2) 
IF(DABS(DX}.LT.l.E-S.~~.DY.GT.O.O) GOTO 1 
IF(DABS(DX).LT.l.E-5.AND.DY.LT.O.O) C~TO 2 
IF(DABS(DY).LT.l.E-S.AND.DX.LT.O.O) GOTO 3 
ALPHA(I)=DATAN(DY/DX) 
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C 
C 
C 
IF(DY.LT.O.O.~~.DX.LT.O.O) ~lA(I)=ALPHA(I)-PI 
IF(DY.GT.O.O.JUrD.DX.LT.O.O) A1-~~(I)=ALPP~(I)+.1'I 
GOTO 4 
ALnJfA(I) =.1'1/2. 0 
GOTO 4 
ALFrlA(I)=-PI/2.0 
GOTO 4 
ALPHA{I)=.1'I 
D(!)=DSQRT(DX**2+DY**2) 
CONTIh'UE 
*** COMPUTE THE CL'RVATtJRE OF THE FIRST PANEL *** 
IF ( • NOT. PERDr) OOTO 12 
Ll=!'i-l 
L2=U 
1.3=1 
DEN0l1"(XP(Ll,1)-XP(L2;1»*(XP(L2,2)-XP(LJ,2» 
& -(XP(L2,1)-XP(L3,1»*(XP(Ll,2)-XP(L2,2» 
!FCDABS(DENOM).DT.1.E-6) G01~ 12 
XO=.5*«XP(Ll,1)**2-XP(L2,1)**2+XP(L1,2)**2-XP(L2,2)**2) 
& *(XP(L2,2)-XPCL3,2» 
& -CXP(L2,1)**2-X.1'(1.3,l) **2+XP(L2,2) **2-XP(L3,2) **2) 
& *CXP(Ll,2)-XP(L2,2»))/DENOM 
yo=.s*c CXP(L2,l) **2-XP(L3,1) **2+XP(L2,2} *.2-XPCL3,2) **2) 
& *CXP(Ll,l)-XP(L2,l» 
& -(XP(Ll, 1) **2-XP(L2,1) **2+XP(Ll,2) *R2-XP(L2,2) **2) 
&. *(XP(L2,1)-XP(L3,l»)/DENOM 
C1=1./DSQRT«XP(L2,l)-XO)**2+(XP(L2,2)-YO)**2) 
IF(ALPHA(Ll) .LT.O •• AND.ALP"rlA(L2) .GT.O.) GOTO 13 
IF(~-aA(L2).GT.ALPFA(Ll» Cl=-C1 
GCYI'O 13 
12 Cl=O. 
C 
C *** COMPUTE THE st::"'<FACE CURVATtJRES AND PARABOLA FIT PA.~'1En:.'='.S *** 
C 
13 DO 100 I=l,N 
IF( • NOT. PERDT. AND. (I.EQ.l.OR.I.EQ.N» GOTO 50 
Ll=I-1 
1.2=I 
w=I+l 
IF(I.EQ.l) Ll==N 
IF(I.EQ.N) 1.3=1 
DBtOM=(XP(Ll,1}-XP(L2,l}}*(XP(L2,2)-XP(LJ,2» 
& -(XP(L2,l)-XP(LJ,1»*(XP{Ll,2)-XP(L2,2}) 
IF (DABS (DENO}!} • L'I'. 1. E-6) GOTO 20 
Xo=.5*«XP(Ll,1) **2-XP(L2,1) **2+XP(Ll,2) **2-XP(L2,2) **2) 
&: *(XP(L2,2)-XP(LJ,2) 
&: -(XP(L2,1)**2-XP(L3,1) **2+X?(t2,2) **2-XP(LJ,2) **2) 
&: *(XP(Ll,2)-XP(U,2»)/DENOM ' 
YO=.5*«XP(L2,l)**2-Y~(L3,1}**2+XP(L2,2)**2-XP(~!,2)**2) 
&: *(XP(Ll,l)-XP(L2,l» 
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& -(XP(L1, 1) **2-XP(L2,1) **2+XP(Ll,2) **2-XP(L2,2)**2} 
& *(XP(U,l)-XP(L3,1}})/DEN0:1 
C2=1./DSQRT«XP(U,l)-XO) **2+(XP(I2,2)-YO) **2) 
IF (ALPF..A(Ll) .LT.O •• AND.ALPF.A(U) .GT.O.) C"()TO 30 
IF(ALPHA(L2) • GT.ALPHA (Ll) } C2=-C2 
GOTO 30 
20 C2=0. 
30 C(Ll)=.5*(C1+C2) 
C IF(Cl.LT.O •• AND.C2.GT.O.) C(Ll)=O. 
C IF (Cl.GT. O •• AND.C2 .LT. 0.) C(Ll}=O. 
C1=C2 
Q=O(U)+.5*(D(Ll)+O(U» 
R=O(L2)+D(LJ) 
P=D(U) +O(Ll} 
PD(U)=-RjQjP 
PE(L2) = (RjP-P/R)/Q 
PF(L2)-=P/R/Q 
PG(L2} ""2 ./F/Q 
PH(L2)=-4·/P/R 
PPI (U) =2 • /R/Q 
IF(ABS(C(Ll».Dr.1.E-3) GOTO 3S 
OEL=1./DABS(C(Ll»-DSQRT«1·/C(Ll»**2-(O(Ll)/2.)**2} 
GOTO 38 
3S OEL=O. 
38 IF(C(Ll).LT.O.) C"()TO 40 
XI(Ll,l)=.5*(XP(L1,I)+XP(L2,1»-DEL*OSIN{ALPHA(r~» 
XI(Ll,2)=.5*(XP(Ll,2)+XP(L2.2»+OEL*DCOS(ALPHA(Ll» 
GO'ro 50 
40 XI(Ll,l)~.5*(XP(Ll,1)+XP(L2,1»+DEL*OSIN(ALPK~(Ll)} 
U(Ll,2) .... 5* (XP(Ll,2}+XP(U, 2» -DEL*DCOS (ALPHA(Ll» 
50 CONTINUE 
100 CO!,YT:mr. ... E 
!F(PERDT) GaTO 110 
XI(N-l,I)=.5*(XP(N-l,1)+XP(N,1» 
XI(tr-l,2)"".5*(XP(N-1,2)+XP(N,2» 
XI(N,l)=.5*(XP(N,l)+XP(N+l,1» 
XI (N ,2) =. 5* (XP(N, 2) +:)?(N+l,2) ) 
IF( .NOT.DUl1P1) GO'!O 200 
110 WRITE (3 ,120) 
120 FOR.'1AT(4X, ')0"' ,2X, 'YJ' ,6X, 'XII ,2X, fYI' ,4X, 'ALPHA JI ,lX, 
& 'LENGTH J' , I C' 1//) 
K=l-T+l 
DO 140 I=l,K 
IF(I.EQ.(N+l» GOTO 132 
WRlTE(3,130) XP(I,1),XP(I,2):XI(I,1),XI(I,2),ALPHA(I),D(I), 
130 
132 
135 
140 
200 
& C(I) 
FOWlAT (7FlO. 4) 
GOTO 140 
WRITE(3,135)-XP(I,1),XP(I,2) 
FOR'1AT(21!'lO. t;,) . 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
* 
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sUBROtJTnrE AUGLYR(X, V ,N,R,STAG, DU11P,NSTEP,SL_ ,SCRIT) 
C 
C********************~**************************. ~k******************* 
C THIS CODE WAS ViRITTEN FOR THE JO:2t'T mSTITL"TE FCR AERONAUTICS * 
C MID ACOUSTICS BY THC!1AS ILND. IATT='-ST REVISION' 8 SEPI'. 1984. * 
C * 
C THIS SUBl~.OUTniE COHPUTES lA.'1TIIAR AND !'L'RBULENT qQt.1-m,\RY LAYh...R * 
C DEVELOP11ENT, GIVEN AN EXTERN}.1. VEWCITY DISTRIBUTlvN. THE EQUATIONS " 
C SOLVED HERE ARE BASED O~ AN nrITG~ • .1. FOR."1ULATION OF r:- E BOUNDARY * 
C L~YER EQUATIONS. IN THE TURBULt..~ CASE I THE NOru,!A!, 'I'L.r{BULEIIT' '* 
C STRESSES ARE NEGL:.. • 'ED TIl COMPARISON w"ITIi THE Th'"RBULENT SHEr\RING * 
C STR't:'.5S. T"rlE TC'RBUL.t:.NT Bnt;"NDARY lAYER EQUATIONS USED HERE ARE FO:';ND * 
C IN SCHLICh7ING (7Trl ED) P. 676, EQS. (22.7a,b), (22.8a,b), N~D * 
C FIG 22.7 * 
C THE VELOCITY DISTRIB'l,'TION DESCRIBED NEED NOT PAVE A '* 
C STAGNATION FeINT (SEE DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETER S'I'AG). THE CODE * 
C ASSL'MES THAT ALL BOv1-TD.~~Y lAYERS F.AVE A IA>'n:HAR ORIGIN. TO AVOID * 
C ~rNGULRITIES AT Tr~ ORIGIN, INITIAL VALL~S OF THE VARIOUS CHARAC- * 
C TERISTIC THICromsSES AND SHAPE FACTORS AP.E ASSl;1·iED BY COMPUTING .. 
C THESE QUA.~"TITIES AT A S¥.ALL DSTANCE FROM THE ORIGlll USING ANALYTIC * 
C EXPRESSIONS FOR A LA.l1INAR OOti'NDARY IAYER TIl' A ZERO-PRESSURE GRAD- * 
C lENT OUTE..~ STRD-J1. * 
C THE lAMINAR EOU':mlu~,{ LAYER EQUATIONS A..~ W\RCHED AvlAY FRO!1 THE * 
C INITIAL DATA u"NTr .. THE END OF '!HE BODY IS REACHED, OR EITHER TRANS- * 
C ITIOH TO Tt1RBULE.'i>fr FI.CW I OR I.AMI!;A..~ SEPARATION IS DETECI'ED. IF .. 
C LAMINAR SEPJ..RATICN IS DETECTED, THE CODE HJ..L'rS AT THE POINT OF .,. 
C SEPARATION. IF TRANSITION IS D.::..'l'ECTED, THE CODE SWITC::-iES TO THE . * 
C 'l'tJ'RBUT....D-l7 BotJNDARY IAYE:-{ EQUATIONS I AND CO!'-.'TINUES TO HA .. ~CH tJNTIL * 
C EITHER 'mE END OF T.HE BODY IS REACHED, OR TtlRBlJLE1<'T S"'PhRATION IS III 
C DETECTED. IF TU"RBUL:...~ SPARATION IS DE'L'ECTED f TrlE CODE HALTS AT '* 
C THE POINT OF SEPAPATION. * 
C IF OUTPUT IS SPECIFIED (SE!' DESCRIPTION OF' P.l),R.il-.. HETEPS Dl .. 11P A."ID * 
C NSTEP) THE FOLI.OWING OAT.; WILL BE PRINTED TO UNIT 3 FOR SPECIFIED * 
C VAllJES OF THE SURFACE COORDINATE: SHAPE FACTOR H32, DISPLACEMENT * 
C THICKNESS, r::OM?NTI..;'M THIC!\NESS, :ENERGY THICKNESS, AND LOCAL S¥.IN * 
C FRICTION COEFFrCIElrr '#< 
C * 
C **PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS*'" * 
C * 
C INPUT: '* 
C X - 'VECTOR OF LE,GIll N CONTAINING 'I1-~ V;'.llJES OF THE STJF.FACE * 
C COORDINATE AT h'3!CH EXTERN;u~ VELOCITIES ARE G!VE.~. 'rrlE * 
C SURFACE COORDINJ...TES !1UST STA..tn' FRO}! ZERO (X ( 1) =0 • 0), BE * 
C IN INCREASTI-iG ORDER, AND BE NOE~llZED BY T"dE SUP.FACE * 
C LENGTH (X(N) ==1.0) • ,. 
C V - 'VEC"!'OR OF LENGTH N CONTAI11ING THE VAI1JES OF .~ EXTER.~AL * 
C VELOCITY HHICi COR.~pclm TO THE SCP.FACE CORRC:rnATES * 
C CONTAINED m VECTOR X. T:>ffi EXTERNAL VELOCITY Huser BE -.\ 
C NOru1ALIZEO BY 'l-t":E CH..~"q,.~ClEJ<JSTIC VE".wXITY OF ':'HE PROBLc-:M '* 
C N - NtJXBER OF Su"RF.~CE COGPJ)INATE MID EXTERNAL VELOCITY DATA * 
C PAIRS (LENGTH OF VEC'!'-oP$ X AND V) • * 
C R - GLOBAT .. ru;YNOLDS l-o"L1GER DEFllfi:D AS R=Uc*L/vis, h'HERE Uc * 
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C IS THE CHARACTERISTIC VELDCITY OF THE PROBLEM, L IS THE * 
C SURFACE LENGTH, AND vis IS THE COEFFICIENT OF KINEMATIC * 
C VISCOSITY. * 
C STAG - LDGIC.i\.L VARIABLE USED TO SPECIFY mmTHER OR NOT A * 
C STAGNATION POINT EXISTS. If STAG IS SET TO • TRUE. A * 
C STAGNATION POINT IS ASSUMED, IF SET TO • FAlSE. NO STAG- * 
C NATION POINT IS ASSUHED. * 
C DlJHP - LDGlCAL VARIABLE USED TO SPECIFY m-lETHER OR NOT OUTPUT * 
C IS TO BE GENERATED. IF DUMP IS SET TO • TRUE. OUTPU'T IS ... 
C SENT TO ~~IT 3, IF DUMP IS SEr TO • FALSE. NO OUTPUT IS * 
C GENERATED. * 
C NSTEP - INTEGER VAllJE USED TO SPECIFY THE NUHBER OF STATIONS AT * 
C WHICH OUTPUl' IS TO BE GENERATED. THE STATIONS ARE EQUI- ... 
C SPACED. * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C SEP - LOGICAL VARIABLE USED TO INDICl'.TE A SEPARATED BOUNDARY * 
C IAYER. IF EITHER IA.1IiINAR OR TURBULENT SEPARATION IS * 
C DE'l'ECTED, SEP IS SET TO • TRUE. n~ NO SEPARATION IS * 
C DETECTED, SEP IS SET TO • FALSE. * 
C SCRIT - DIMENSIONLESS SURFACE COORDINATE AT h1HICH THE BOUNDARY 'It 
C IAYER HAS SEPARATED. IF NO SEPARATION OCCURES SCRIT = 1 * 
C mDICA.TING THE END OF THE BODY * 
C ... 
C********************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL FCNL, FCNT 
Dn1ENSION X(lOO), V(100) ,C(24) ,W(2,9), Y(2) I YD(2) 
COMMON /BLCVEL/ XX(100),VV(100),RR 
COMMON /BLCSPL~/ SPLN(100),NN 
COMMON /;JffiA10/ XC 
CO~-1MON /AREA12/ XEXIT 
LOGICAL STAG, UrnR, SEP, DUMP 
C *** FUNCTION F'l RETURNS H12 GIVEN H32 *** 
C 
F1{H32)=H32/(3.0DO*H32-4.0DO) 
C 
C *** FUNCT!ON HSHR RETURNS THE LDCAL TURBULENT SKIN FRICTION *** 
C *** COEFFICIENT DIVIDED BY 2, GIVEN THE SHAPE FACTOR H12 *** 
C *** AND THE REYNOLDS N'U11BER BASED ON MOMENTUH THEICKNESS RD2. *** 
C 
WSHR(H12, RD2) =0. 0245DO* (:,. ODO-2. 0959DO*DLOGI0 (H12) ) '~*l. 705DO 
& /RD2**0.268DO 
C 
C *** IN ORDER TO PASS ;,UBRO'JTINE 1>.RGUMENTS IN COMHON AS WELL, *** 
C *** vIE Hl>.VE TO DEFINE REDUNDANT ARRAYS XX AND 'ill! I AND *** 
C *** CONSTANTS R.t{. AND NN *** 
C 
DO 1 I=l,N 
XX(I)=X(I) 
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W(I)=V(I) 
1 CONTINUE 
C 
RR=R 
NN=N 
NF=N-l 
C *** SPLINE FIT THE VELOCITY DATA USING AUGLIB ROUTINE I.NSPIN *** 
C 
642 
& 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALL LNSPL~(X,V,N,SPLN/IER) 
IF(IER.NE.O) THEN 
WRITE(3,642) IER 
FORMAT (' IN SUGROUTINE AUGLYR INSLPLN RETURNED WITH THE ERROR' 
'CONDITION IER =',15) 
STOP 
END IF 
*** OS IS THE INTEGRATION STEP SIZE, SI IS THE INITIAL CONDITION *** 
*** STATION *** 
DS=5.0D-4 
SI=0.05DO 
*** DEFINE INTEGRATION DO LOOP UPPER LIMIT *** 
IEND=NINT«l.ODO-SI)/DS) 
*** DEFINE THE NCJMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS BETI'JEEN PRIl\lTOUTS *** 
NPRINT=l.ODO/(DFLOAT(NSTEP)*DS) 
CALL LINTRP (SI, X, V, SPIN, N, VI, VID, IER) 
IF(IE..~.EQ.1) TIL::N 
"'"'RITE (3,71) SI 
71 FORMAT (I IN AUGLYR LINTRP RETURNED HITH AN ERROR FLAG' ,/ , 
& ' X HAD THE VALUE' ,FlO.6,' ON ENTRY') 
STOP 
END IF 
c 
C *** ClECK FOR STAGNATION PIONT, AND SET INTITIAL VALUES *** 
C *** ACCORDINGLY *** 
C 
IF (STAG) THEN 
IF (DUMP) WRITE(3,3) 
3 FORMAT (lOX,' STAGNATION POINT ') 
H32=1. 61998DO 
D2=0.29004DO/DSQRT(R*VID) 
D3=H32 *02 
ELSE 
IF (DUMP) vnrrTE(3,5) 
5 FOR11AT(10X,' NO ST.i\GNATION POINT ') 
H3 2=1. 57258 
D2=0.66411*OSQRT(SI/(R*VI» 
D3=H32*D2 
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END IF 
IF (DUMP) THEN 
WRITE{3,6) R,H32,D2,D3,SI,VI 
6 FORMAT(/,10X,' REYNOLDS NUMBER = ',E10.4,//,lOX, 
& ' INITIAL VALUES',//,10X,' H32 = ',E10.4,/,10X, 
& ' MOHENTUM THICKNESS = ',EIO.4,/,10X, 
& ' ENERGY THICKNESS = ',EIO.4,/,lOX,' ABSCISSA = , 
& EIO.4,/,10X,' VEUlCrry = ',E10.4,/) 
WRITE(3,7) 
7 FORHAT ( , X VEUlCITY' ) 
DO 9 I=1,N 
WRITE(3,8) X(I),V(I) 
8 FORI·AT (2FlO. 4) 
9 CONTINUE 
C 
END IF 
RD2=R*VI+-D2 
C *** COMPUTE INITIAL IAl1INAR SKIN FRICTION *** 
C 
CALL FAPP(H32,H12,EPS,D,KAPS) 
CFL=EPSjRD2 
CD=2.0DO*CFL*VI*VI 
Dl=H12*D2 
IF (DUMP) WRITE(3,10) 
10 FOR~T(//,7X,'X',11X,'H321,10X,'Dl',11X,'D21,11X,'D3',lLX,'CD',/) 
DUM=O.058DO 
IF (DU11P) w~TE(3,20) SI,H32,Dl,D2,D3,CD,Dm1 
20 FORMAT (7E11.4) 
C 
C *** INITIALIZE PARAHETERS FOR THE L'ITEGRATION LOOP *** 
C 
C 
LMNR=. TRUE. 
SEP=. FAlSE. 
S=SI 
Y(1)=D2 
Y (:2) =D3 
RMARGN=l. 000 
R2=O.058DO 
R3=R2 
R4=R2 
R5=R2 
R6=R2 
NE=2 
TOL=O.OOlDO 
IND=1 
K=O 
C *** ENTER THE INTEGRAT!~N LOOP *** 
C 
DO 50 I=l,IEND 
K=K+1 
S=S+DS 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
*** INTEGRATE EITHER THE LAMINA.~ OR TURBULENT BOUNDARY lAYER *** 
*** EQUATIONS DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF LMNR USING RK2 *** 
IF (U1NR) THEN 
CALL RK2 (NE,FCNL,SI, Y,S) 
ELSE 
CALL RK2(NE,FCNT,SI,Y,S) 
END IF 
D2=Y(1) 
D3=Y(2) 
H32=D3/D2 
CALL LINTRP(S,X,V,SPU{,N,VS,VSD,IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.l) THEn 
i'lRITE (3 , 72) S 
72 FORMAT (. IN AUGLYR LINTRP RETURNED WITH AN ERROR FlAG', / , 
& , X HAD THE VALUE' ,FlO.6,' ON ENTRY') 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
STOP 
END IF 
RD2=R*VS*D2 
*** IF STILL ~rrNAR, CHECK FOR TRANSITION *** 
IF (Il1NR) THEN 
IF«H32-(DLOG(RD2)+46.78DO)/34.2DO).LE.O.0) THEN 
STRANS=S 
I..MNR=. FALSE. 
EIro IF' 
END IF 
IF (U1NR) TI-IEN 
*** CHECK FOR LAl'1INAR SEPARATION IGNORE SEPARATION HHICH IS *** 
*** IS PREDIC1'ED DUE TO NOISY VELOCITY DISTRIBU'rrON BEFORE *** 
*** THE NOSE *** 
IF(H32.LT.l.51509.AND.S.GT.O.7) C~70 
*** COHPUTE ~!INAR SKIN FRIcrION *** 
CALL FAPP(H32,H12,EPS,D,KAPS) 
CFL=F.PSjRD2 
CF=2.0DO*CFL*VS*VS 
ELSE 
*** CHECK FOR TURBULENT SEPARATION *** 
U' (H32. LT. 1. 5) GO'l'O 70 
*** COMPUTE TURBUJ.ENT SKIN FRIC1'ION *** 
H12=Fl(H32) 
CFT=WS~:R(H12,RD2) 
90 
CF=2.0DO*CFT 
END IF 
Dl=H12*D2 
IF (K.EQ.NPRINT.AND.DUMP) WRITE(3,20) S,H32,Dl,D2tD3,CF,R¥~RGN 
IF (K.EQ.NPRINT) K=O 
50 CONTINUE 
SCRIT=l.ODO 
IF(IMNR) THEN 
IF (DUMP) WRITE(3,60) 
60 FO~.T(/ / ,lOX,' IAMINAR THROUGHOUT' ,/lOX,' NO SEPARATION') 
EISE 
IF (DUHP) WRITE (3 ,65) STRANS 
65 FORMAT (/ / , lOX,' TRJI.NSITION AT S = t ,FS. 4, 
& / ,lOX,' NO SEPARATION') 
END IF 
GOTO 200 
C 
C *** IF CONTROL IS PASSED TO LINE 70 SEPARATION HAS OCCURED Ml1) THE *** 
C *** INTEGRATION IS SUSPENDED AT THE POINT OF SEPARATION. *** 
C 
70 SEP=.TRUE. 
SCRIT=S 
IF(U1NR) THEN 
CALL FAPP(H32,Hl2,EPS,D,KAPS) 
CF=2.0DO*EPS/RD2*VS*VS 
Dl=H12*D2 
IF (DUMP) WRITE (3 ,20) S,H32,Dl,D2,D3,CF,RMARGN 
IF (DUMP) WRITE(3,80) S 
80 FORMAT{//,lOX, , 1AMINA.~ SEPARATION AT S = ',FS.4) 
EISE 
H12=2.9999DO 
CF=2.0*HSrlR(Hl2,RD2) 
Dl=H12*D2 
IF (DUMP) HRITE(3,20) S,H32,Dl,D2,D3,CF,RHARGN 
IF(DL~) WRI1~(3,90) STRANS,S 
90 FORMAT (/ / , lOX,' TRANSITION AT S = " Fe. 4, 
& / ,lOX,' TURBULENT SEPARATION AT S = " F8 .4) 
END IF 
GOTO 200 
200 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EODGEN(XCDIVL,XLDIVL,THETA,HDIVL,VO) 
C 
c****************************************************************************** C 
C * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES AN AUGMENTOR BODY ~UTH VA..1UABLE PARAMETERS NOZZLE * C 
C LOCATION, LIP ROTATION POINT, LIP ROTATION ANGLE, AND MIXING CHAMBER HEIGHT. {t, C 
C ON INPUT AlL GEOMETRIC PA..~TERS ARE NORMALIZED BY THE BODY LENGTH. THE "'IS 
C SCALING IS CHANGED INTERNALLY HITH ALL GEOMETRIC QUANTITIES BEING REFERENCED* * 
C TO THE CHANEL HALF WIDTH, WHICH IS ASSUMED TO BE UNITY. * 
C k 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C XODIVL - JET NOZZLE POSITION DIVIDED BY THE BODY LENGTH * 
C XLDIVL - LIP ROTATION POINT DIVIDED BY THE BODY LENGTH * 
C THETA - LIP ROTATION AL'lGLE IN RADIANS * 
C HDrlL - CHANEL HALF-WITDH DIVIDED BY THE BODY LENGTH * 
C VO - FREE-STREAM VELOCITY NORMALIZED BY THE VELOCITY AT T'"rlE COh"TROL * 
C STATION * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C THE OUTPUT IS PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF DATA FILES. BODY. DAT CONTAINS THE * 
C SURFACE COORDINATE PAIRS AS WELL AS THE TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY OVER EACH * 
C PANEL. PARlU1. n.~T CONTAINS SCALE INFORHATION FOR THE BODY. * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** C 
IMPLICIT ~~*B(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XP(20) ,XTEI1P(150) ,YTEHP(150) ,VNTEI1P(150) 
DIMENSION XNOSE(25),YNOSE(25),XSPL'l(lO),YSPLN(lO),SPLN(30) 
lOGICAL FlAG 
REWIND 1 
REWIND 2 
PI=3.1415926 
5 FORMAT(3F10.4) 
C 
C *** DEFINE JET BOUNDARY SLOPE TO BE 12 DEG *** 
C 
SLOPE=DTAN(12.0DO/180.0DO*PI) 
C 
C *** COMPUTE THE SCALED BODY LENGTH *** 
C 
XEND=l. O/HDIVL 
C 
C *** COr1PUTE THE SCALED NOZZLE LOCATION *u 
C 
XO=XODIVL*XEND 
C 
C *** COMPUTE THE CONTROL STATION IDCATION *** 
C 
XCONT=(XODIVL+O.7*HDIVL/SLOPE)*XEND 
C 
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C *** COMPL~E THE NOSE RADIUS (CONSTANT FRACTION OF L) *** 
C 
C 
RNDJ:VI;:::l. ODO/12. ODO 
RN=RNDIVL*XEND 
C *** COHPUTE THE LIP ROTATION POINT *** 
C 
XLIP=XLDIVL*XEND 
C 
C *** IF THE LIP ROTATION POINT IS LESS THAN THE NOSE RADIUS, SET *** 
C *** THE LIP ROTATION POI~7 EQUAL TO THE NOSE RADIUS IN ORDER TO *** 
C *** AVOID A CONTORTED BODY SHAPE *** 
C 
IF (XLIP. LT. RN) XLIP=RN 
C 
C *** CKECK TO INSURE T"rlAT THE CONTROL STATION IS BEHIND THE LIP **,. 
C *** ROTATION POINT, IF NOT PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND SUSPEND *** 
C *** EXECUTION *** 
C 
IF(XLIP.GT.XCOlfr} THEN 
WRITE(3,10) XODIVL,XLDIVL,HDIVL,THETA 
10 FORMAT (' IN BOCGEN XLIP W;..s GREATER THAN XCONT. PARAMETERS', 
& I ON Ef.."TRY WERE' ,I,' XODIVL =' ,FS.4 f' Y.LDIVL =' ,Fa. 4, 
& ' HDIVL =',F8.4,' THETA =',F8.4) 
STOP 
END IF 
C 
C *** CHECK TO INSURE THAT Tim CONTROL STATION IS~~D Of~T"rlE BODY *** 
C *** END, IF NOT WRITE AN ERROR MESSAGE AND SUSPEND EXJ::ctJTION *** 
C 
IF (XCOHT.GT.XEND) THEN 
WRITE(3,11) XODIVL,XLDIVL,HDIVL,THETA 
11 FOR!1AT (i IN BODGEN XCONT i'lAS GREATER THAN XEND. PARAMETERS', 
& ' ON ENTRY WERE' . /,' XODIVL =', Fa • 4.,' XLDIVL =' , Fa. 4 , 
& ' HDIVL =' ,FS.4, 'THETA =' ,FS.4) 
STOP 
END IF 
C 
C *** DEFINE EXTREMITIES OF THE SYl1METRY PlANES *** 
C 
C 
Xl=-20. 
XM=26. 
C *** INITIALAIZE PARAMETERS *** 
C 
C 
FIAG=. TRUE. 
DIST=XO-Xl 
XI=.06 
Xn11=O. 
C *** GENERATE A STRING OF COORDINATES m-IICH HAVE A RATIO OF Hi< 
C *** SUCCESSIVE LENGTHS EQUAL TO 1.5 *** 
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C 
DO 50 I=1,20 
XP(I)=XI 
XI=2.S*XI-1.S*XIMl 
XlMl=XP(I) 
IF (XIM1.GT.DIST) GOTO 60 
50 CONTINUE 
60 N=I 
Y=O. 
J=O. 
DO 70 I=l,N 
X=XO-XP(N-H1) 
J=J+1 
XTEMP(J)=X 
YTEMP(J)=Y 
VNTEMP(J)=VN 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** GENERATE A SET OF COORDINATES FOR THE JET BOUNDARY WHICH HAS *** 
C *** THE FOLLOtiING PROPERTIES: PANEL ~~GTHS INCREASE IN A RATIO OF *** 
C *** 1.5 AS ONE TRAVERSES AWAY FROM THE JET NOZZLE, AND 1>.5 ONE *** 
C *** TRAVERSES AWAY FROM THE ~ONTROL STATION MOVI~G TOWARDS THE *** 
C *** NOZZLE. 1m INCREASIW'! !ANEL LENGTH IS HALTED WHEN THE LENGTH *** 
C **,. IS APROXIMATELY 0.3. Tlm fUDDLE SEcrION OF THE JET BOUNDARY *** 
C *** CONSTANT X IN~~ OF 0.2851. *** 
C 
DX=O.2851DO 
DO 80 I=1,16 
VN=.lS*DSQRT(1./(X-XO+O.l»+.2 
J=>J+1 
IF (1. EQ. 1) 'l"'rlEN 
JS=J 
x=xo 
Y=O.ODO 
END IF 
IF(1.LT.I.AND.I.LE.6) THEN 
X=XCH"XP(I-l) 
Y=S LOPE * (X-XO) 
END IF 
IF(6.LT.I.AND.I.12.13) THEN 
X=X+DX 
Y=SLOPE*(X-XO) 
END IF 
IF(13.LT.I.AND.I.LE.18) THEN 
X=XCONT-XP(17-1) 
Y=SLOPE*(X-XO) 
END IF 
XTEMP(J)=X 
YTE!1P(J) =Y 
VNTEMP(J)=VN 
80 CONTINUE 
SO JF=J 
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C 
C *** GENERATE THE POI~;rS WHICH DEFINE THE CONTROL STATION *** 
C 
X=XCONT 
Y=SLOPE*(X-XO) 
R=.5*(L-Y) 
YC=Y+R 
DANG=PI/8. 
ANG=-PI/2. 
DO 100 I=1,8 
VN=DCOS (ANG+DANG/2.) 
J=J+1 
XTEMP(J)=X 
YTEMP(J)=Y 
VNTEMP(J)=VN 
ANG=ANG+DANG 
X=XCONT+R*DCOS (ANG) 
Y=YC+R*DSIN(ANG) 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** GE..~TE NOSE POINTS k'ID STORE *** 
C 
XS=RN*(l.-DSIN(THETA» 
X=XS 
Y=l.+DTAN(THETA) * (XLIP-X) 
XC=X+RN*DSIN(THETA) 
YC=Y+RN*DCOS(THETA) 
DEL=O.O 
IF(DABS(DSIN(THETA».GT.1.E-3) 
& DEL=2.0DO*RN*(DTAN(THETA)-(1.0DO-DCOS(THETA»)/DSIN(THETA» 
ANG=PI 
NRN=NINT(R~*PI/0.15DO) 
DANG=PI/DFLOAT(NF~) 
NCIR=NRN+1 
DO 150 I=l,NCIR 
XNOSE(I)==X 
YNOSE(I)=Y 
ANG=ANG-DANG 
XCI=RN*DCOS (ANG) 
ETA=P~*DSIN(ANG) 
XIM1=X 
X=XC+XCI*DCOS(PI/2.-THETA}-ETA*DSIN(~I/2.-THETA) 
X'l"MP=X 
Y=YC+XCI*DSIN(PI/2.-THETA)+ETA*D:OS(PI/2.-THETA) 
150 CONTINUB 
C 
C *h SPLINE FIT TrlE SECTION BE"I'WEEN THE CONTROL STATION k~D NOSE *** 
C 
DO 105 I=1,3 
XSPLN(I)=XNOSE(4~I) 
YSP~~(I)=i~OSE(4-I) 
105 CONTlt-.'UE 
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XSPL'f ( 4 ) =XLIP 
YSPL"i(4)=1.0DO 
DO 107 1=1,3 
XSPL"i(4+I)=XCONT-XP(4-1) 
YSPL"i(4+I)=1.0DO 
107 CONTn.,rUE 
NSPL=7 
NFSPL=6 
CALL ICSCCU (:<SPIN, YSPlN, NSPL, SPlN, NFSPL, IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.129.0R.IER.EQ.130.0R.IER.EQ.130) TrlEN 
WRITE (3, 109) IER 
109 FORMAT (I In BODGEN ICSCCU RETURNED HITH THE ERROR VAUJE I 115) 
STOP 
END IF 
C 
C *** GENERATE POINTS BETWEEN THE CONTROL STATION' AND NOSE USING THE· *** 
C *** SPLINE FIT *** 
C 
X=XCONT 
Y=1. 
VN=O.O 
J=J+l 
XTEMP(J)=X 
YTEMP(J)=Y 
DO 110 1=1,3 
J=J+1 
X=XCONT-XP(I) 
XTEMl?(J}=X 
CA.U.. INTRPV(X,XSPlN, YSPLN,SPLN,NSPL, Y, YD) 
YTEMP(J)=Y 
VNm1P (J) =VN 
110 CONTINUE 
DX=O.15DO 
IEND=NINT( (X-XS)/DX) 
DX= (X - XS) /DFI.ol~T (lEND) 
XN=RN*DCOS (THETA) 
FLAG:. TRUE. 
L=O 
DO 120 I=1,IEND-l 
J=J+l 
X=X-DX 
XTEMP(J)=X 
CALL INTRPV(XtXSFLNfYSPLN,SPLN,NSPL/Y/~~) 
YTEMP(J):::Y 
VN'l'EHP (J) =VN 
IF(X.LE.XLIP) THEN 
L=I.tH 
IF(L.EQ.l) THEN 
JIS=J-l 
FLAG=:>. FAISE. 
END IF 
END n' 
,! 
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120 CON'rINUE 
C 
C *** GENTERATE THE NOISE POINTS USING THE STORED DATA *** 
C 
X=XS 
DO 151 I=l, NCIR 
IF (FLAG. AND. I. EQ.1) JLS=J 
J=J+1 
XTEMP(J) =XNOSE (I) 
YTEMP{J)=YNOSE(I) 
VNTD!P(J)=VN 
151 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** GENERATE POI~~S FROM NOSE TO INFINITY *** 
C 
DO 155 I=1,2 
XSPLN(I) =XNOSE (NCIR-2+I) 
YSPLN(I) =YNOSE (NCIR-2+I) 
155 CONTINUE 
Y=(1.+2.*RN)+DTAN(THETA)*(XLlP+DEL-X1~) 
XSPL~ (3) =iITMll 
YSPLN(3)=Y 
XSPLN(4)=XLIP+DEL 
YSPLN(4)=1.0DO+2.0DO*rul 
DO 157 1==1,3 
YSPLN(I+4)~1.0DO+2.0DO*RN 
157 CONTINUE 
CALL 1CSCCU(XSPL~,YSPLN,NSPL,SPLN,NFSPL,1ER) 
IF(IER.EQ.129.0R.IER.EQ.130.0R.IER.EQ.130) THEN 
WRITE (3, 109) IER 
STOP 
END IF 
XI=XTt1P 
Ir=0 
160 DO 170 I=1,80 
X=}a 
J=J+l 
IF (X. LT. xcQt ... T'1'-.1) THEN 
CALL n~TRPV(X,XSPL~,YSPLN,SPLN,NSPL,Y,YD) 
ELSE 
Y==l. ODO+2. ODO*rul 
END IF 
IF(X.GT. (XLIP+DEL» THEN 
L=L+l 
1F(L.EQ.l) JLF--J 
END IF 
XTEMP(J)=X 
YTEMP(.!) =Y 
VNTEMP (J) =VN 
XI=2.2*XI-1..2*XIMl 
xnu=x 
IF (X1.GT.XH) GOTO 220 
~ 
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170 CONTINUE 
220 NMAX=J 
BETA=O. 
U10=24.1066 + 6.6881*XO 
00 240 I=l,N1-1AX 
WRITE(1,5) XTEMP(I), YTEHP(I) ,VNTEMP(I) 
240 CONTINUE 
250 HRITE(2,260) XO,XCONT,XEND,JS,JF,JIS,JLF,VO,BETA,UIO 
260 FO~.T(3FIO.4,4I4,/,2FIO.4,/,FIO.4) 
RETURN 
END 
4 
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SUBROUTINE CHANEL(PEXIT) 
c 
c********************************************************************'********* 
c * 
C St..'BROUTlNE CHfu'1EL ¥.ARCHES THE J1:.."T EQUATIONS FROM'l.'HE STATION AT v.1UCH * 
C THE OUTER VELOCITY P.AS BECOME CONSTANT TO ~ SHROUD EAIT. THE INI'7'IAI· 
C CONDITIONS FOR THE TI11E HARCH ARE PASSED '..IIA COHMON BLOCK FRO!-1" SUBROUTi;.rE '* 
C JET. SINCE THERE ARE NOI'1 FOUR UNKNOHN QUA.~7ITIES, THE INITIAL CONDITICr-; * 
C VECTOR IS EXTENDED TO' 4 ELEHENl'S BY INCLUDING AN INIrt:'IAL VALUE FOR CO OF* 
C 1.0. * 
C *** PAF1IMETER DESCRIPl'ION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C NONE * 
C 
C OU'l'PUT: * 
C PEXIT - PRESSURE AT THE SHROUD EXIT AS COMPUTED BY TEE VISCOUS SO:L~TON * 
C * 
C*******************************~***********************~*************#*****~~* 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION C(24),W(4,9),RD(4) 
COMMON /l~/ S(3),X,UO 
COMMON /AREA4/ PA'l'M 
COMMON /AREA7/ R(4) 
COMMON /AREAlO/ XC 
COMHON /A."REA:"2/ XEXIT 
EXTERNAL FCN2 
C *** J:UTIALIZE DEPENDENT VARIABLE VEC'l'OR *** 
C 
C 
R(l)=UO 
R(2)=S(1) 
R(3)=S(2) 
R(4)=S(3) 
N=4 
NW=4 
TOL=.Ol 
IND=l 
NEN0=20 
DX:: (XEXIT-X) /DFLOAT (NEND) 
C *** MARCH THE VISCOUS SOI1JTION *** 
C 
00 50 I=l,NEND 
XEND=X+DX 
CALL DVERK(N,FCN2,X,R,XEND,TOL.IND,C,NW,W,IER) 
CALL FCN2(N,X,R,RD) 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** DEFI}ffi THE EXIT PRESSURE *** 
C 
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SUBROUTINE COEF(XI,X,Y,J;ALPHA,D,N,A,B) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE COEF COMPUTES THE AERODYNAHIC INFWENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR * 
C USE IN THE HIGHER ORDER PANEL HETHOD. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C XI - COORDINATES OF THE CONTROl .. POI11TS STORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
C X - X ~~RDINATE AT WHICH THE INFLt~CE COEFFICIENT IS TO BE * 
C ~~TED * 
C Y - Y COORDINATE AT WHICH THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT IS TO BE * 
C CALCULATED * 
C J - PANEL h~ER AT ~nICH THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT IS TO BE * 
C CAT~TED * 
C ALPHA - VEC!OR OF SURFACE SLOPES f'OR EACH PANEL * 
C D - VECTOR OF PANEL LENGTHS * 
C N ~ NUMBER OF PANELS * 
C SENT IN CONHON FROM SUa.~OUTINE ANGLE ARE THE PARABOLA FIT COEFFIECINTS AS * 
C WELL AS THE VECTOR OF SURFACE CURVATURES * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C A - !}~CE COEFFICIENT FOR THE X COMPONENT OF VE~CITY * 
C B - INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR THE Y COHPONENT OF VELOCITY * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XI(N,2),ALPHA(N),D(N) 
CO~10N /M~GLE1/ PD(lOO),PE(lOO),PF(lOO),PG(lOO),PH(lOO), 
& PPI(lOO) ,C(lOO) 
COMMON /ANGLE2/ PEROT 
C " 
C *** PEROT IS A LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TO TRUE IF THE GEO}~T.RY IS *** 
C *** PERIODIC *** 
C 
C 
LOGICAL PEROT 
PI=3.141593 
IF( .NC'l'.PERDT .Ah'D. (J .EQ.l.OR.J .EQ.N» GOTO 100 
Ll=J-1 
L2=J 
L3=J+l 
IF(J".EQ.l) Ll=N 
IF(J .EQ.N) 1.3=1 
C u* PERFORM A SET OF COORDINATE TRANSFORYATIONS TO LOCAL *** 
C *** SYSTE!1S BASED ON THE PANEL WHOSE SOtJRCE INFL'JENCE IS *** 
C *** BEING CONSIDERED AND ITS TWO NEIGHBOPS *** 
C 
XSTAR1=X-XI(Ll,1) 
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YST~~1=Y-XI(Ll,2) 
ETAl= XSTARl*DCOS(ALPK~(Ll»+YSTARl*DSIN(ALPHA(Ll» 
ZETAl=YSTAR1*DCOS(ALPHA(Ll»-XSTARl*DSIN(ALPHA(Ll» 
XSTAR2=X-XI(L2,1) 
YSTAR2=Y-XI(L2,2) 
ETA2= XST.;R2*DCOS(ALPHA(L2»+YSTAR2*DSIN(ALPHA(12» 
ZETA2==YSTAR2*DCOS (ALPHA (L2) ) -XSTAR2*DSIN (ALPHA (12) ) 
XSTAR3=X-XI(L3,l) 
YS'rAR3=Y-XI (L3, 2) 
ETA3= XSTAR3*DCOS(ALPHA(L3»+YSTAR3*DSIN(ALPHA(L3» 
ZETA3=YSTAR3*OCOS (ALPHA(L3» -XSTAR3*DSIN(ALPHA(L3» 
c *** COMPUTE DISTANCES FROM THE PANEL WHOSE SOURCE IS BEING *** 
C *** CONSIDERED AND ITS TWO NEIGHBORS TO THE POINT X,Y *** 
C 
C 
RPl=(ETAl+D(Ll)/2.)**2+ZETAl**2 
RMI=(ETAl-D(L1)/2.)**2+ZETAl**2 
RP2=(ETA2+D(12)/2.)**2+ZETA2**2 
RM2=(~fA2-D(12)/2.)**2+ZETA2**2 
RP3=(ETA3+D(L3)/2.)**2+ZETA3**2 
RM3=(ETA3-D(LJ)/2.)**2+ZETA3**2 
C *** COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE POWER SERIES EXPJ..NSION *** 
C *** FOR THE INFLu"ENCE COEFFICIENTS *** 
C 
VE02=DLOG(RP2/R}~) 
DEN=ETA2**2+ZETA2**2-(D(L2)/2.) **2 
RNm1=ZETA2 *0 (12) 
VZ02=2 • *OATAN (R."ru11/DEN) 
IF (DABS (RNUM) .LT.l.E-3.AND.DEN.LT.O.) GOTO 2 
IF(RNUM.GT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZC2=VZ02+2.*PI 
IF(RNUM.LT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZ02=VZ02-2.*PI 
GOTO 3 
2 VZ02=2.*PI 
3 VE12=(ZETA2*VZ02+ETA2*VE02-2.*D(L2»/D(L2) 
VZ12=(ETA2*VZ02-ZETA2*VE02)/D(12) 
VEC2=(-2.*ETA2*VZ02+2.*ZETA2*VEO:+ETA2*ZETA2*D(12) **3 
&: /RP2/RH2)/D(U) 
VZC2=(2.*ZETA2*VZ02+2.*ETA2*VE02-2.*D(12) *(1.+ 
&: «ETA2**2+ZETA2**2)**2-(ETA2**2-ZETA2**2) 
& *( (D(12)/2.) **2) )/RP2/RM2) )/0(12) 
VE22=(2.*ETA2*ZETA2*VZ02+(ETA2**2-ZETA2**2)*VE02 
&: -2.*ETA2*D(12)/(D(12)**2) 
VZ22=«ETA2**2-ZETA2**2)*VZ02-2.*ETJ.2*ZETA2*VE02 
& +2.*ZETA2*D(L2»/(D(12)**2) 
VEOl=DLOG(RPl/RMl) 
DEN=ETA1**2+ZETAl**2-(D(Ll)/2.) **2 
RNUM=ZETA1*D(Ll) 
VZ01=2. *DATAN (RNCM/DEN) 
IF (DABS (RNll}!) .LT.l.E-3 .1I.ND.DEN. LT. 0.) GOTO 4 
IF(RNU11.GT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZ01=VZOl+2.*PI 
IF(RNUM.LT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZ01=VZOl-2.*PI 
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GOTO 5 
4 VZ01=2.*PI 
5 -VEll=(ZETA1*VZ01+E7Al*VEOl-2.*D(Ll»/D(Ll) 
VZll= (ETA1*VZOI-ZETA1*VE01)/D (Ll) 
VE21=(2.*ETA1*ZETA1*VZ01+(ETA1**2-ZETA1**2)*VEOl 
& -2.*ETA1*D(Ll»/(D(Ll)**2) 
VZ21=«ETAl**2-ZETAl**2)*VZOl-2.*ETA1*ZETA1*VEOl 
& +2.*ZETA1*D(Ll»/(D(Ll)**2) 
VE03=DLOG(RP3/RMJ) 
DEN=ETA3**2+ZETA3**2-(D(L3)/2.) **2 
RNUM=ZETA3*D(13) 
VZ03=2.*DATAN(RNUM/DEN) 
IF(DABS(RNUM).LT.l.E-3.AND.DEN.LT.O.) GOTO 6 
IF(RNUM.GT.O •• AND.uEN.LT.O.) VZ03;VZ03+2.*PI 
IF(RNt~.LT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZ03=VZ03-'-.*PI 
GOT07 
6 VZ03=2.*PI 
7 VE13=(ZETA3*VZ03+ETA3*VE03-2. *D(!..~;) )/D(13) 
VZ13=(ETA3*VZ03-ZETA3*\~03)/D(L3) 
VE23=(2.*ETA3*ZETA3*VZ03+(ETA3**2-ZETA3**2)*VE03 
C 
& -2.*ETA3*D(L3»/(D{L3)**2) 
VZ23=«ETA3**2-ZETA3**2)*VZ03-2.*ETA3*ZETA3*VE03 
& +2.*ZETA3*D(LJ»/(D(L3)**2) 
VE2=VE02+VE12*PE(L2)*D(L2)+VEC2*(-O.5*C(r~»*D(L2)+ 
& VE22*(PH(L2)+2.*(-0.5*C(L2»**2)*D(L2)**2 
Vl:l=VEll*PF(Ll)*D(Ll)+VE21*PPI(Ll)*D(Ll)**2 
VE3=VE13*PD(L3) *D(L3)+VE23*PG(L3) *D(L3) **2 
VZ2=VZ02+VZ12*PE(L2)*D(L2)+VZC2*(-0.5*C(L2»*D(L2)+ 
& VZ22*(PH(L2)+2.*(-0.5*C(L2»**2) *D(L2) **2 
VZ1=VZll*PF(Ll) *D(Ll) +VZ21*PPI (Ll) *D(Ll) **2 
VZ3=VZ13*PD(L3) *D(L3)+VZ23*PG(L3) *D(L3) **2 
C *** Co}!PUTE THE INFLUL."ICE COEFFICIENTS H* 
C 
A=VE1*DCOS(~~(Ll»+VE2*DCOS(ALPHA(L2» 
& +VE3*DCOS (ALPHA (L3) ) 
& -VZ1*DSIN(ALPHA(Ll»-VZ2*DSIN(ALPK\(L2» 
& -VZ3*DSIN(ALPHA(LJ» 
B=VE1*DSIN(ALPHA(Ll»+VE2*DSIN(ALPHA(U» 
& +VE3*DSIN(AlPHA(L3» 
& +VZ1*DCOS(ALPHA(Ll»+VZ2*DCOS(ALPHP.(L2» 
& +VZ3*DCOS (ALPHA(I,3» 
GO'l'O 9 
C 
C *** TREAT THE END PANELS (IE 1 AND N ) SEPARATELY **'11 
C 
100 L2=J 
XSTA.~2=X-XI(L2,1) 
YSTAR2=Y-XI(L2,2) 
ETA2"" XSTAR2"'DCOS (1).LPHA(U) )+YSTA...'R2*DSIN(ALPP~~(L2» 
ZETA2=YST~~*DCOS(ALPHA(L2»-XSTAR2*DSIN(ALPH1>.(L2» 
RP2=(ETA2+D(L2)/2.)**2+ZETA2**2 
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RM2=(ETA2-D(12)/2.)**2+ZETA2**2 
VE02=DLOG (RP2/RM2) . 
DEN=ETA2**2+ZETA2**2-(D(L2)/2.) **2 
RNUr.!=ZETA2 *D (12 ) 
VZ02=2.*DATAN(RNL~DF~) 
IF (DABS (RNUM) .L'r.l.E-3 .AND.DEN .LT.O.) GOTO 102 
IF(RNUl1.GT.O •• AlfD.DEN.LT.O.) VZ02=VZ02+2.*FI 
IF(RNUM.LT.O •• AND.DEN.LT.O.) VZ02=VZ02-2.*PI 
GOTO 103 
102 VZ02=2.*PI 
103 A=VE02*DCOS(ALPHA(L2»-VZ02*DSIN(ALPHA(12» 
B=VE02*DSIN(ALPHA(12»+VZ02*DCOS(ALPHA(L2» 
9 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DATIN(XJ,VN,M) 
C 
C*******************************************************************w********** 
c 
* C SUBROUTIr-,,"E DATIN READS THE DATA FILE BODY. DAT 'l'0 OBTAIN THE COORDINATES * 
C OF THE SHROUD GEOMETRY AS WELL AS THE NORI1AL VELOCITY' AT EACH PANEL. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION w** * 
C INPUT: * 
C THE INPUT IS THE DATA FILE BODY. D2,\T WHICH CONTAINS THF. X AND Y COORDINATES * 
C ALONG WITH THE TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY FOR EACH PANEL IN FIELDS OF 3FlO.4 * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C XJ - THE BODY COORDINATES STORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
C VN - VECTOR OF PANEL TRANSPIRATION VELOCITIES * 
C M - NUMBER OF COORDINATE PAIRS * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XJ(H,2) ,VN(M) 
10 FOR¥~.T(3Fl0.4) 
REWIND 1 
DO 30 I=l,H 
READ (1, 10) XJ(I,l),XJ(I,2),VN(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FAPP(H32,H12 t EPS,D,KAPS) 
e 
e****************************************************************************** 
e * 
e THIS SUBROUTINE eOHPUTES THE LOCAL SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT (EPS), AND * 
e THE LOCAL DISSIPATION COEFFICIENT (D) FOR THE LAMINAR BOUNDARY EQUATIONS. * 
C * 
e *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
e * 
e INPUT: * 
e H32 - SHAPE FACTOR * 
e H12 - SF~E FACTOR * 
C * 
e OUTPUT: +. 
e EPS - LOCAL SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT * 
e D - LOCAL DISSIPATION COEFFICIENT * 
e KAPS - LAMINAR SEPARARION PARAHETER. KAPS=l FOR ATI'ACHED FLOW AND * 
e KAPS=O FOR SEPARATED FLOW +. 
e * 
e****************************************************************************** 
e 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
KAPS=l 
D=7.853976DO-10.260551DO*H32+3.418898*H32*H32· 
IF(H32-1.51509DO) 10,20,30 
10 KAPS=O 
RETURN 
20 H12=4.02922DO-(583.60182DO-724.55916DO*H32+227.1822DO 
& *H32*H32) * DSQRT (H32-1. 51509DO) 
EPS=2.512589DO-1.686095DO*H12+0.391541*H12*H12-0.031729*H12**3.DO 
RETURN 
30 IF(H32-1.57258DO) 21,21,40 
21 GOTO 20 
40 H12=79.870845DO-89.582142DO*H32+25.715786DO*H32*H32 
EPS=1.372391-4.226253*H32+2.221687*H32*H32 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FCNL (NE, S, Y, YD) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF D2 AND D3FOR THE LAHINAR * 
C BOUNDARY IAYER EQUATIONS. A CALL TO SUBROUTINE FAPP IS NECESSARY. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C NE - h'UMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, IN THIS CA.SE 2 * 
C S - SURFACE COORDINATE * 
C Y - VECTOR CONTAINING THE VALUES OF D2 AND D3 AT TrlE STATION S * 
C YD _. VECTOR CONTAINING THE DER.J..-VATIVE VAllJES OF D2 AND D3 AT THE STATION S * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
D:rJ1I:NSrON Y (NE) , YD(NE) 
COMMON /BLCVEL( X(100),V(100),R 
COMMON /BLCSPlll/ SPIN(lOO),N 
D2=Y(1) 
D3=Y(2) 
H32=D3/D2 
C *** COMPUTE THE FRIcrION AND DISSIPATION COEFFICIEh'TS *** 
C 
CALL FAPP(H32,H12,EPS,D,KAFS) 
C 
C *** COMPUTE THE LOCAL SURFACE VELOCITY AND ITS DERIVATIVE *** 
C *** FRO!-! THE LINEAR SPLINE FIT *** 
C 
CALL LINTRP(S,X,V,SPLN,N,VS,VSD,IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE (3,71) S 
71 FOR}f.AT (' IN FCNL LINTRP RETUR.l{ED WITH AN ERROR FlAG', / , 
& ' X HAD THE VALUE',F10.6,' ON EIfrRY') 
STOP 
END IF 
RD2=R*VS*D2 
CFL1541*H12*H12-0.031729*H12**3.DO 
RETURN 
30 IF(H32-1.5725SDO)21,21,40 
21 GOTO 20 
40 H12=79.870845DO-89.582142DO*H32+25.715786DO*H32*H32 
EPS=1.372391-4.226253*H32+2.221687*H32*H32 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FCNT(NE,S,Y,YD) 
C 
c****************************************************************************** 
C * C THIS Sti'BROUTINE COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF D2 AND D3 FOR USE IN THE * 
C YLl>.RCHING OF THE TURBULENT BOUNDl>.RY IAYER EQUATIONS. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C NE - NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, IN THIS CASE 2· * 
C S - SURFACE COORINATE * 
C Y - VECl'OR CONTAINING 'mE VALUES OF D2 A..'lD D3 AT THE STATION S * 
C YO - VECTOR COl-ITAINING THE DERIVATIVE VAllJES OF D2 AND D3 AT THE STATION S * 
C .. 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
On-tENSION Y(NE) , YD(NE) 
COr-mON /BIDlEL/ X(lOO), V(lOO) ,R 
COMMON /BLCSPLN/ SPLN(100),N 
C *** FUNCTION Fl ~'lS Hl2 GIVEN H32 *** 
C 
Fl(H32)=H32/(3.0DO*H32-4.0DO) 
C 
C *** FUNCTION HS'l-rR RETURNS THE LOCAL TURBULENT SKIN FRICTION *** 
C *** COEFFICIENT, GIVEN THE SHAPE FACTOR H12 i AND THE REYNOLDS *** 
C *** ~ruMBER BASED ON HO!1ENTUM THICKNESS RD2 *** 
C 
WSHR(Hl2,RD2)=0.0245DO*(l.ODO-2.0959DO*DLOGIO(Hl2»**1.705DO 
& /RD2**O.26BDO 
C 
C *** FUNCTION CDISS P~lillS THE LOCAL TURBULENT DISSIPATION *** 
C *** COEFFICIENT *** 
C 
C 
CDISS(H32,RD2)=(0.00481DO+O.0822DO*(H32-1.5DO)**4.81DO) 
& * (H32/RD3) **(0.23l7DO*H32-0.2664DO-O.87D5* (2.0DO-H32)** 20) 
02=Y(1) 
03=Y(2) 
H32=D3/D2 
H12=Fl(H32) 
C *** TO AVOID SINGuIARITIES AT SEPARATION, PUT BARRIfRS ON *** 
C *** H32 AND Hl2 *** 
C 
C 
IF(H32.Dr.l.5) H32=1.51 
IF(H12.GT.3.0) Hl2=2.99 
C *** FIND THE LOCAL SlJ'RFACE VELOCITY AND ITS DERIVATIVE THROUGH *** 
C *** USE OF THE LINEAR SPLINE FIT *** 
C 
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CALT ... LINTRP (S, x, V I SPLN I U, VS, VSD, IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE (3, 71) S 
71 FORMAT (' IN Few' LINTRP RETURi'mD WITH AN ERROR FlAG' ,/ , 
& ' X HAD THE VALUE' ,FlO.G,' ON ENTRY') 
STOP 
END IF 
RD2=R*VS*D2 
RD3=R*VS*D3 
CT=WSHR(H12,RD2) 
CD=CDISS(H32,R03) 
YD(l)=-(2.0DO+Hl2)*D2jVS*VSD + CT 
YD(2)=-3.0DO*Y(2)jVS*VSD + 2.0DO*CD 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTTh"E FIX 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SuBROtJTINE FIX UPDATES THE ENTRAIl\l}1ENT VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND JET * 
C INITIAL CENTERLINE VELOCITY AS CONTAINED IN ThE DATA FILES BODY'. DAT AND * 
C PA'£W.l. DAT. * 
C * 
C**********************************************~******************************* 
C 
c 
DIMENSION XJ(250),Y'J(250),VEL(250) 
REWIND 1 
REWIND 2 
REWIND 12 
C *** UPDATE U10 IN DATA FILE PARAJ.'f.DAT (UNIT 2) *** 
C 
READ(2,10) XO,XC,XEXIT ,NJS,NJF,NIS,WLF, VO,BETA 
10 FORMAT(3Fl0.4,4I4,/,2F10.4) 
READ(12,20) Ul0 
20 FOID1AT(F20.4) 
WRITE (2,30) U10 
30 FORMAT (FlO. 4) 
C 
C *** UPDATE THE ENTRAIN11ENT VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN FILE *** 
C *** BODY.DAT (UNIT 3) *** 
C 
DO 90 I=1,100 
READ(l,60,END=95) X,"i, VN 
60 FO&~T(3F10.4) 
IF(I.LT.NJS.OR.I.GT.NJF) COTO 70 
READ(12,5) VN 
5 FO~.AT(F10.4) 
70 XJ(I)=X 
YJ(I)='i 
VEL(I)=VN 
90 CuNTINUE 
95 NMAX=I-l 
REWIND 1 
DO 100 I=l,NMA.X 
WRITE (1, 60) XJ(I),YJ(I),VEL(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
110 RETURN 
EWD 
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SUBROUTINE FLDVEL(XI,ALPHA,D,Q,N,X,Y,U,V) 
C 
C**x_************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE FLDVEL COHPUTES THE VELOCITY AT AN ARBITRARY POINT IN THE * 
C YNVISCID FIELD. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCPJPTION*** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C XI - COORDINA'rnS OF THE CONTROL STATION LOO.TIONS STORED AT X, 'i PAIRS * 
C ALPHA - VEcrCR OF SURFACE SLOPE ANGLES * 
C D - VEcrcR OF Plu'lEL LENGTHS * 
C Q - VEcroR OF SOURCE S~GTHS * 
C N - NUMBER OF PANElS * 
C X - ABSCISSA OF THE POINT AT WHICH THE VELOCIT't IS CALCUIATED * 
C Y - ORDINATE OF THE POINT AT WHICH THE VELOCITY IS C'.ALCTJLi\.TED * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C U - HORIZONTAL COMPOh"ENT OF VELOCITY AT (X, Y) * 
C V - VERTICAL COMPOW..,NT OF VELOCITY AT (X, Y) * 
C * 
c*************************************************************************~**** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XI(N,2) ,ALP.HA(N) ,D(N) ,Q(N) 
CO!1MON ,'UNIF / VO 
SUMl=O. 
5m'I2=O. 
*U WEIGHT THEINFILTENCE COEFFICIENTS WITH THE SOURCE STRENGHTS *** 
*** AND SUM TO FIND THE vLLOCITY COMPONENTS u* 
DO 20 ':-=l,N 
CALL COEF(XT.,X,Y,J,ALPHA,D,N,A,B) 
SUM1=SUMl+Q{J)*A 
SUM2=SUM2+Q(J)*B 
20 CONTINUE 
U= (VO+SW.l) 
V=SUH2 
60 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE INTRPV(X,XP,Y?,S,N,P,PD) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C THIS SUBROTJTINE USES CUBIC SPLTh"E FIT PARAMETERS PRODUCED BY IMSL * 
C ROUTINE resccu TO FIND INTF..P.POLATED VALUES OF A FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVE * 
C AT ANY STATION X. IN THIS VERSION, THE SPLINE FIT PAP-AMETER 11ATRIX, SPlli, * 
C IS PASSED T'"BROUGH THE ARGU1,zENT LIST AS A VECTOR. WITHIN THE BODY OF THE * 
C ROUTIh'E IT IS RECONSTRUCTED IN H.~TRIX FORH. THIS VERSION IS HELPFUL WHEN * 
C VECTORS OF DATA TO SPLINE FIT ARE OF VARIABLE Dn1ENSION. * 
C * 
C *** PARA."'1ETER DESCRIPrION *** * 
C * 
C INFUT: * 
C X - INDEPENDENDENT COORDINATE. X 11UST BE WITHIN THE RANGE OF WHICH WAS * 
C SENT TO SUBROUTINE SPLINE. * 
C XP - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CO}''TAINING THE X CORDINATES OF A FUNr.'TION P. * 
C yP - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE VALUE OF P AT X STATIONS * 
C CORRESPONDING TO THOSE IN XP. * 
C SPIN - VECTOR OF SPLINE FIT PARAMETERS AS OBTAINED FROM A CALL 'IO SYSTEH * 
C ROUTINE IesCCU. * 
C N - NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THE SPLINE FIT (Dn1ENSION OF VECTORS XP * 
C AND YP) * 
C * 
C OUTPUTS * 
C P - U,,1TERro!.ATED VALUE OF THE FUNCTION AT 'l':::E ST1>.TION X * 
C DP - INTERroLATED VAI..UE OF THE FIP-ST DERl.-VATIVE OF THE FUNCrrON AT THE * 
C STATION X * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
D1PI.IC"IT REAL*8 (1).-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XP(N),YP(N),S(450),SPLN(150,3) 
C 
C *** VERIFY THAT X IS h"ITHIN THE PROPER RANGE *** 
C *** EPS IS USED AS A TOLLERA..."ICE FOR ROUND-OFF ERROR *h 
C 
C 
EPS=1.0D-6 
IF«XP(l)-X).GT.EPS.OR.(X-XP(N».GT.El~) GOTO 100 
C *** F.ECONSTRUCT THE SPIN MATP.IX *** 
C 
NF=N-1 
DO 5 1=1,3 
00 ' J=l,NF 
SPLN(J, I) =S «I-I) *1:l:'+J) 
3 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 
C *** SEARCH THROUGrl T"rlE ABSCISSA VECTOR TO lOCATE THE l~VAL IN *** 
C *** WHICH X LIES. *** 
C 
DO 10 J=l,NF 
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IF(J.EQ.~7) GO!O 20 
IF«XP(J)-EPS).LE.X.AND.X.LT.h~(J+l» GOTO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** COI1PUTE INPERPOLA~D VALUES *** 
C 
20 D=X-XP(J) 
?~SPu~(J,3)*D**3+SPLN(J,2)*D**2+SPLN(J,1)*D+YP(J) 
PD=3.*SPLN(J,3)*D**2+2.*Spu~(J,2)*D+SPLN(J,1) 
GOTO 200 
100 htuTE(3,llO) X 
110 FORMAT( 'IN SUBROUTINE IlITERPOIATE X IS OUT OF BOT...'NDS. 1,/, 
& 'X HAS THE VALUE ',F10.4) 
200 RETURN 
END 
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SUBF.OUTINE JET (Ul0 ,'VN, RES) 
c 
C****~************************************************************************* 
C * 
C SUBROt.'TINE JET PERFORNS THE VISCOUS CAk""'ULATION WITHIN T"tIE VISCOUS- * 
C INVISCID INTE..~crION REGION. THE DERIVATIVE OF UO IS FOUND FROH THE * 
C INVISCID SOLUTION VIA A LINEAR SPLINE FIT, AND IS USED AS A FORCING TERH IN * 
C THE VISCOUS SOLUTION. * 
C *** P~~ DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: -& 
C U10 - JST INITIAL CENTERLINE VELOCITY * 
C VN - VECTOR CONTAINING THE NORMAL VELOCITIES 're THE PANEI.S ALONG THE JET * 
C BOUNDARY :LN THE v"ISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTION REGION ... 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C VN - UPDATED NOIDlAI. \"ELOC!TY VECTOR * 
C RES - l1AXDruM RESIDUAL IN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID YlATCHING * 
C * 
c****************************************************************************** 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DD1ENSION A(4,4) ,T(4) ,H(3,9) ,C(24) ,SD(3) ,W(lOO) 
*** CONTAINED IN AREAl ARE SPLINE FIT PARM1ETERS FOR THE *** 
*** HORIZONTAL CONPONENT OF VELOCITY ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY *** 
CO}~10N /AREA1/ XE(40),YE(40},UE(40),VE(40),SPLN(150),NE 
COMMON /&~3/ S(3),X,UO 
CCNMON /;'J.<:£A4/ PAm 
COMMON /AFr.A8/ NJS,NJ'F 
COHMON /AREAll/ XO 
EXTERNAL FCNl 
RE'iUND 12 
WRlTE(12,1) U10 
1 FORHAT(F20.4) 
h"EF=NE-l 
C 
C *** SP!~NE FIT THE HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF INVISCID 'lELOCITY *** 
C *** ALONG THE JET EOtJND.l\RY *** 
C 
C 
CALI. LNSPLN(XE,L~,NE/SPL~,IER) 
IF(IER.NE.O) GOTO 80 
PI=3.141592DO 
THETA=12.*PI/1SO. 
Wl=l.O 
ALP=O.693DO 
N=3 
NW=3 
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c 
TOL=.OlDO 
INIPl 
X=XO+O.l 
C *** OBTAIN THE INTERPOIATE::! VAUJE Or' THE: HOR:::ZONTAL COHPONENT OF *** 
C *** INVISCID VELOCITY ALONG THE JET BOUNDARY .** 
C 
CALL LINTRP(X,XE,UE,SPLN,NE,UO,UOD,IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(3,4) x 
4 FORMAT (' IN JET LINTP-P RETURNED WITH All F'RROR FLAG', / , 
& ' X HAD THE VALUE',FlO.6,' ON ENTRY') 
STOP 
END IF 
C 
C *** CO=1PU!'~ THE rorAL PREssuRE IN THE INVISCID FIELD ASSUMING *** 
C wU TH;lT THE STATIC PRESSURE AT THE JET NOZZLE IS ZERO *** 
C 
PATM=O.5DO*UO*UO 
C 
C *** DEFINE INITIAL VALt~S OF THE JET P~~, B IS SET TO A *** 
C u. &'1ALL VALUE TO AVOID THE SINGUlARITY AT THE ORIGIN *** 
e 
e 
S(1)=010 
S(2)=.0100 
S(3)~PATM-O.5DO*UO*UO 
RES=O.O 
C **. ENTER LOOP TO MARCH THE VISCOUS EQUATIONS 
C 
e 
e 
e 
C 
e 
e 
C 
e 
c 
00 10 J=2,NE 
XEND =XE(J) 
*.. IMSL SUB.~OUTINE DVERK MARCHES THE SOLUTION * .. 
CALL DVERK (N , FCNl, X, S , XEND, TOL, IND, e, NW, l'1, IER) 
IF (Ih'D.LT. O.OR.!ER.GT. 0) GOTO 100 
•• * OBTAIN THE IDCAL DERIV1>.TIVE VALUES OF THE JF:r PARAMETERS *** 
CAr.:. FCN1(N,XEND,S,SD) 
*U COHPL"TE THE LOCAL INVISCID VELOCITY AND ITS FDERIVATIVE Hit 
CALL LINTP.P (XEND, XE, UE, SPLN I NE, UO I UOD, lER) 
IF(IER.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE (3 , 12) XENO 
12 FORl1AT (I IN JET LINT~.P RETURNED HITH i\N ERROR FL.l\G I , / I 
& ' X HAD 'IRE VAIDE',F10.6,' ON ENTRY') 
STOP 
END IF 
BET=ALP/(S(2) **2) 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
... 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ ...... ';- .'.~ 
YSTl>.R=2. 4 *S (2) 
.*. COMPUTE THE VERTICAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY AT THE JET *** 
*** BOUNDARY FROM THE VISCOUS SOLUTION *** 
V=-(UOD*YST~~+SD(1)/2.*DSQRT(PI/BET) 
*DERF(DSQRT(BET)*YSTAR) 
+2.*S(1)*ALP/(S(2)**3)*SD(2)* 
(-YSTAR/2./BET*DEXP(-BET*YSTAR**2) 
+.25/BET*DSQRT(PI/BET)*DERF(DSQRT(BET)*YSTAR») 
.** COMPUTE THE LOCAL RESIDUAL BY COMPARING THE VISCOUS AND *** 
*** INVISCID VERTICAL COMPONENTS OF VEr...oCITY ALONG 'l'HE JET *** 
*** BOUNDARY *** 
R=V-VE(J) 
IF(D~.BS(R) .GT.RES) RES=DABS(R) 
*** MAKE A CORRECTION TO THE LOCAL ENTRAINMENT VELOCITY *** 
Wl=1.-.7/DF!.OAT(NE-2)*DFLOAT(J-2) 
VNEW= VN(NJS-l+J)-W1*R 
*** y~ FIRST PANEL SUCTION EQUAL TO THE SECOND TO ENHANCE *** 
*** STABILITY *** 
IF(J.EQ.2) VN(NJS)=VNEW 
VN (NJS-l+J) =VNFtl 
IF (J .EQ. 2) iffi.ITE (12,7) VNEW 
WRITE (12 ,7) VNEW 
7 FORI~T(FIO.4) 
9 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINti'E 
GOTO 200 
80 WRITE (3,90) IER 
90 FORMAT ( 'AFl'ER c.ljL TO SPLINE IER HAS '.L'HE ERROR VALUE " I5) 
GOTO 200 
100 l'ffi.ITE(3,150) IND,IER 
150 FORMAT(j, 'IN JET IND= " 15,' lEI,.:' , 15,/) 
200 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTI~~ LINTRP(X,XP,YP,SLOPE,N,P,PD,IER) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE LINTRP WAS WRITTEN FOR THE JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAUTICS * 
C AND ACOUSTICS AT STANFORD UNIVERSITY BY THOMAS UJND. LATEST REVISION 9 * 
C OCTOBER 1984. * 
C * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE USES SLOPES GENERATED BY SUBROUTINE LNSPL"i TO FIND * 
C INTERPOrATED VALUES OF A FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVE AT ANY STATION X. * 
C * 
C * 
C **PARAMETER DESCRIPTION"'* * 
C * 
C INPUTS: * 
C X - INDEPENDENDENT COORDINATE. X MUST BE WITHIN THE RANGE OF lVHICH lvAS * 
C SENT TO SUBROUTINE LNSPLN. * 
C XP - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE X CORDINATES OF A FUNCTION P. * 
C YP - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE VALUE OF P AT X STATIONS * 
C CORRESPONDING TO THOSE IN XP. * 
C SLOPE - VECI'OR OF SLOPES AS OBTAINED FROH A CALL TO SUBROUTINE LNSPLN. .. 
C N - NU!1BER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THE SPLINE FIT (DDrENSION OF VECI'ORS XP * 
C .lU;1) YP} * 
C * 
C OUTPUTS: * 
C P - INTERPOLATED VAlliE OF THE FtJNCTION AT THE STATIOl'l X * 
C DP - INTERPOLATED VAUJE OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE FUNC1'ION AT THE * 
C STATION X * 
C IER - ERROR PARM!ETER, ON SUCCESSFUL TERMINATION 1ER IS SET TO ZERO, IER=l * 
C INDICATES T'rlAT X HAS OUT OF BODNDS OF T'rlE '" 
C SPLINE FIT SLOPES. * 
C * 
C * 
C **PR.t:CISION** - ALL PARAMETE..-qs AND INTERNAL VA."rUABLES ARE OOtJBLZ PRECIS:;:O!i * 
C * 
C********************************~********************************************* 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z} 
DIMENSION XP(N),YF(N),SLOPE(N-1) 
IER=O 
NF=N-1 
C *** V"'....RIFY THAT X IS WITHIN THE PROPER RANGE *** 
C *** EPS IS USED AS A TOLLERANCE FOR ROUND-OFF ERROR *** 
C 
C 
EPS=1.0D-6 
IF«XP(l)-X).GT.EPS.OR.(X-XP(N».GT.EPS) THEN 
IER=l 
RETURl'~ 
END IF 
C *** SEA..~Ca THROUGH THE ABSCISSA VECTOR TO LOCA'l"'E THE INTERVAL IN *** 
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C *** WHICH X LIES. *** C 
DO 10 J=l,NF 
IF(J.EQ.NF) GOTO 20 
IF«XP(J)-EPS).LE.X.AND.X.LT.XP(J+l» GOTO 20 10 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** COMPUTE INPERPOLATED VALUES *** C 
20 D=X-XP(J) 
P=YP(J)+D*SLOPE(J) 
PD==SLOPE (J) 
RETURN 
END 
us 
I 
.1 
SUBROUTINE LNSPLN(X, Y ,N,SLOPE, IER) 
C*********************************************************************** 
C * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WRI'ITEN FOR THE JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AERONATJT- * 
C ICS AND ACOUSTICS, STANFORD UNIVERSTY BY THOMAS LUND. LATEST REVIS- * 
CION 13 SEPTEMBER 1984.* 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE LNSPLN (LINEAR SPLINE FIT) IS USED TO GENERATE THE * 
C SLOPE OF A DESCRETE FUNCTION THROUGH THE USE OF LINEAR SE~~NTS. TrlE * 
C SLOPF AT THE MIDPOUlT OF EACH INTERVAL IS COMPUTED USING FIRST * 
C ORDER ACCURATE BACKWARD DIFFERENCING. SUDROUTINE LINTRP IS CALLED * 
C TO 00 THE ACTUAL INTERPOLATING. * 
C * 
C **PARAMETER DESCRIPTION** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C X - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE ABSCISSI. THE ELEMENTS OF * 
C X MUST BE ORDERED SUCH THAT X(I+1) >X(I) • * 
C Y - VECTOR OF LENGTH N CONTAINIGN THE ORDINATES. * 
C N - LENGTH OF THE INPUT VECTORS. N MUST BE GREATER TrlAN ONE. * 
C * 
C OUTPTJT: * 
C SLOPE - VECTOR OF LENGTH N-~L CONTAINING THE SLOPE OF EACH INTERVAL * 
C 1ER - ERROR PARAHETER. ON NOR.1{.l\L EXIT IER IS SET TO ZERO. IER=l * 
C INDICATES THAT N WAS LESS THAN 2. IER=2 INDICATES THAT * 
C X(I+1)<=X(I). * 
C * 
C **LINKING** - NO EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES TO LINK. * 
C * 
C **PRECISIONu - ALL PA.~LETERS ]U,1) Ih"TERN"AL VA..'tUABLES ARE OOUBLE * 
C PRECISION. * 
C * 
C****************************:k****************************************** 
D1PLICIT kEAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION X(N), YeN) ,SI.O?E(N-1) 
NF=N-1 
C CHECK FOR ERROR CONDITIONS 
IER=O 
IF(N.LT.2) THEN 
1ER=l 
GOTO 200 
END IF 
00 10 I=l,NF 
IF(X(I+l).LE.X(I» THEN 
IER=2 
GOTO 200 
END IF 
10 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTE FIRST ORDER ACCURATE SLOPES 
DO 20 I=l,NF 
SLOPE (I) =(Y(I+l) _yo (I) ) / (X(I+1) -XCI) ) 
20 CONTINUE 
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SUBROUTINE HATRIX(H,HD,B,UO,Ul,A,T) 
I. 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C * 
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES T"rlE M.~TRIX ELEMEh"'TS R.H.S. OF THE SYSTEM: * 
C * 
C A(l,l) A(1,2) A(1,3} A(l,4) DUO/OX T(l) * 
C A(2,l) • • • • • A(2,4) DU1/DX T(2) * 
C AP,l) ••••••• A(3,4) DB/OX = T(3) * 
C A(4,1) ••••••• A(4,4) DP/DX T(4) * 
C * 
C THE FIRST THP-EE EQNS ARE THE FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD MOMEh"T OF THE * 
C 110MENTUI·1 EQUATION. THE IAST EQN IS CONSERVATION OF MASS. THE UNKNOWNS * 
C ARE THE X-DERIVATIVES OF UO, Ul, B AND P, Yl}fr:RE T"AE FIRST THEREE ARE * 
C DEFINED BELCH AND P IS THE PRESSURE DEVIDED BY THE DENSITY. NO * 
C NONDIMENSIONALISATIONS ARE ASSUMED. * 
C * 
C *** P~~ER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C H - UPPER LlNIT OF INTEGRATION IN THE MOMEN"rS OF THE MOMENTUN: EQN. FOR * 
C A NON-CONFI}mO JET H IS A MULTIPLE OF B S.T. THE STRESS IS NEGLIGIBLE * 
C AT THAT DISTANCE. FOR A CONFINED JET, H IS THE HALF WI~rl OF niE * 
C CONFINING CHANNEL. .. 
C lID - REPRESENTS DH/DX AND IS ONLY NEEDED IN CONFINED JETS, SINCE IT ENTERS * 
C ONLY IN L..~T EQN. FOR NON-CONFINED JETS IT CAN BE LEFT UNDEFINED. * 
C B - CHAPAcrERISTIC HALF \VIDTH OF JET. * 
C UO - SEE BELOW * 
C Ul - PARM1ETERS DEFINING VELOCITY PROFILE IN EXPRESSION: .. 
C U = UO + Ul*EXP(-O.693 * Y**2/B**2) * 
C DEL- FRACTION OF 13 (USUALLY DEIrO. 78*B), WHER:: THE LINEAR DECREASE OF EDDY * 
C VISCOSITY BEGINS. .. 
C ETA- MUL"L'J.PLE OF B WHERE ET')Y VISCOSITY VANISHES (USUALLY ETA = 4. a*B) • * 
C EPS- SCALING CONSTANT IN EDDY VISCOSITY (USUAJ..LY EPS == 0.0283) * 
c * 
C O~: * 
C A(I,J) - MATRIX ELEMENTS * 
C '1'(1) - RIGHT HAND SIDE '* 
C * 
C CAUTION ON DEL AND ETA: * 
C IF ETA > H, SET ETA ~ H. * 
C IF ALSO DEL > H, SET DEL = H - (SMALL &~OUNT) * 
C THE SMALL AHOUNT IS A VERY SMALL FRACTION OF H. THIS CHl..NGE IS NEEDED TO * 
C AVOID THE DIVISIONS BY ZERO THAT WOULD PJrrSE IF BOTH DEL AND ETA WERE * 
C EQUAL 'TO H. ALL THESE CF.l.NGES ARE TO BE DONE EXTERNALLY. * 
C * 
c****************************************************************************** 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-;!;) 
DlltENSION A ( 4 I 4) , T ( 4) 
PI=3.141592DO 
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AL=O.693DO 
DEL=.78*B 
ETA=4.8*B 
EPS==.0283 
IF(EI'A.GT.H) ETA=-H 
IF(DEL.GT.H) DEL=H-.OOI 
VIS=EPS*B*Ul 
H2=H**2 
H3=H**3 
B2=B**2 
B3=B**3 
U12=U1**2 
AL2=2*AL 
AIA=4*AL 
ERl=DSQRT(PI/AL)*DERF(DSQRT(AL)*H/B) 
ER2=DSQRT{PI/AL2)*DERF(DSQRT(;~)*H/B) 
ERDEL=DSQRT(PI/AL)*DEP$(DSQRT(AL)*DEL/B) 
ERETA=DSQRT(PI/AL)*DERF(DSQRT(AL)*ETA/B) 
EX1=DEXP(-AL*H2/B2) 
EX2=DEXP(-AL2*P.2/B2) 
EXDEL=DEXP(-AL*DEL**2/B2) 
EXE1A=DEXP(-AL*ETA**2/B2) 
UH=UO+U1*EXl 
AUX12 (1-EX1)/AL2 
AUX2=(1-EX2)/AL2 
AUX3=EXl.* (1 +AL*F.2/B2) 
AL~4=EX1*(H/A12/B+H3/3/B3) 
AUX5=EXDEL*(lTAL*DEL**2/B2) 
AUX6=EXETA*(1+AL*ETA**2/B2) 
/ 
c *** COMPUTE HATRIX ELEMENTS *** 
C 
c 
A(l,l)=2*H*UO+U1*B*ERI-UH*H 
A(l,2)=(UO-TJH/2) *B*ERl+Ul*B*ER2 
A(l,3)=(2*U1*UO-UH*Ul) * (ERl/2-H*EX1/B)+U12* (ER2/2-H*EX2/B) 
A(l,4)=H 
A(2,l)=UO*H2/2+Ul*B2*AUX1+Ul*B2/AL*(1-AUX3) 
A(2,2)=UO*B2*AUX1+Ul*B2*AUX2+U1/2*B*ER1*(B*ER1/4-H*EX1) 
A(2,3}=U1*UO*B/AL>r (1-AillO)+U12/2* (B*F.Rl'k*2/4-H*EX1*ERl+B*AUX2) 
A(2,4)=H2/2 
A(3 ,1) ""UO*H3/3-j-Ul *B2/AL2 * (B*ERl/2-H*EX1) 
1 +Ul*3*B3*(ERl/AIA-AUX4) 
A(3,2)=UO*B2/AL2*(B*ERl/2-H*~Xl)+Ul*B2/AL2 
1 * (B*ER2/2-H*EX2)+Ul*B3/AL2*(ER2-ER1*AUX3) 
A(3,3}=Ul*UO*3*B2*(ERl/AL4-AUX4) 
1 +U12*B2*(-ER1/AL2*AUX3+S*ER2/(8*AL)-H*EX2/AIA/B) 
A(3,4)=H3/3 
A(4,1)=H 
A(4,2)=B*ER1/2 
A(4,3)=U1*ER1/2-Ul*H*EX1/B 
A(4,4)=O 
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C *** RIGHT HAND SIDE ELEMENTS, ASStJ}rES THAT STRESS AT *** 
C *** DISTANCE H IS ZERO. *** 
C 
T(1)=O 
T(2)=VIS*Ul+'«(1-EXDEL)+ETA/(ETA~DEL)*(EXDEL-EXETA» 
1 -VIS*U1*(B*ERL~A/2-B*ERDEL/2+DEL*EXDEL-ETA*EXETA)/(ETA-DEL) 
T(3}==VIS*Ul* (B*EP.DEL-2*DEL*EXDEL) +VIS*Ul*ETA/(ETA-DEL) 
1 * (B*ERETA-B*ERDE!.+2*DEL*EXDEL-2*ETA*EXETA) 
2 +2*VIS*U1*B2/AL/(ETA-DEL) * (AUX6-AUX5) 
T(4}=-HD*UP. 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTL~ PAlnrLC(XI,Ar~,D,Q,N) 
C 
C**·*************·***·****************************·**************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTDm PlillVLC COHPUTES VAWES OF THE VELOCITY COMPOh"ENTS AT THE JF:r * 
C BOUNDARY' (CONDITION EXTERNAL DE.'iO'I'ED BY APPENDED E). THIS suarzOl.,'TINE HAKES * 
C REPEATED CALlS TO SUBROUTINE FLDVEL WHERE THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS ARE * 
C CALCULATED. THE VELOCITY COHPONENTS ARE SENT TO SUBROUTINE JET VIA COMMON * 
C IN AREAl. * 
C * 
C *** PARMlETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: .. 
C XI - COORDINATES OF THE CONTROL POINT LOCATIONS STRORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
C ALPHA - VECTOR COl\TTAINING THE SURFACE SLOPES * 
C D - VECTOR CONTAINING THE PAlTEL LENGHTS * 
C Q - VECI'OR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGTHS * 
C N - NUMBER OF PAlTELS * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C XE - VEcroR CONTAINING THE ABSCISSA OF THE STATIONS :AT WHICH THE * 
C VELOCITIES ARE CALCULATED * 
C Y'E - VECTOR CONTAINING THE ORDINATE OF THE STATIONS AT WHICH THE * 
C VEIDCITIES ARE CLACUlATED * 
C tlE - VECI'OR COl.'TAINING THE HORIZOh"Tl.L COl1PONENT OF VELOCITY * 
C VE - VECTOR CONTAINING THE VERTICAL COMPONENT· OF VELOCITY * 
C ALL QTJTPUTS ARE PASSED TO SUBROUTINE JF:r VI..~ COMMON IN AREAl * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
c 
n·ll?L!CIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XI (N, 2) ,ALPH.z\'(N) ,D(N) ,Q(N) 
C0M110N /AREAl/ XE(40) ,YE(40) ,UE(40) ,VE(40) ,SPI.N(150) ,NE 
CONMON jAP:EA4/ PATM 
COMMON jAREA8/ NJS I NJF 
COMMON /AREAll/ XO 
C *** CAL..~TE l>ND STORE VELOCITY COMPOl.'ENTS *** 
C 
NS=NJS 
NF=NJF 
NE=lIT-NS+ 1 
DO 10 I=:iS,NF 
X=XI{I,l) 
Y=XI(I,2) 
CALL FLDVEL(XI,ALPHA,D,Q,N ,X, Y ,U, V) 
XE{I-NS+1)="'X 
YE(I-NS+l)=Y 
UE(I-NS+l)=U 
VE(I-NS+1)=V 
lO CONTINUE 
RETtJF.N' 
END 
.. 
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SUBROUTIhL PAR~(UIO/VO,BETA) 
C 
C*********************************.*******************w************************ 
C * 
C T"'rlIS SUBROUTIh"E READS INPUTS FROM DATA FILE PARA."f.DAT. THE INFOR..'1:ATION .. 
C AQUIRED PORTAL~S TO THE DETAILS OF THE SHROUD BODY AS WELL AS TrlE FLOW * 
C CONDITIONS. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER OESCRIP'I'ION *** .. 
C OL~PUT: * 
C UIO - JET INITIAL CENTERLINE VELOCITY .. 
C VO - FREE-STREAM VELOCITY * 
C BETA - ANGLE OF ATTACK * 
C * 
C *** PASSED IN COMMON *** * 
C XO - X COORDINATE OF THE JET NOZZLE POSITION .. 
C XC - X COORDINATE OF THE CONTROL STATION * 
C XEXIT- X COORDINATE OF THE SHROUD END * 
C NJS - PANEL NUMBER AT }lHICK THE JET BEGINS * 
C NJF - PANEL NUMBER N~ CHICH T"'rlE JET ENDS * 
C NI.S - PANE!, NUHBER AT t'.'HICH THE NOSE LIP STARTS * 
C NLF - PANEL lruMBER AT WHICH THE NOSE LIP ENDS '* 
C * 
C****************************************************************************u* 
C 
COMMON /N?:£AS/ IDS, NJF 
COMJ:'IOn / A.":(EA9/ NLS, NLF 
COMMON /KREAIO/ XC 
COBMON /AREAll/ XO 
COMMON jAREA12/ XEXIT 
:R.D.D (2, 10) XO , XC, XEXIT, NJS , NJF ,NLS, NLF , VO, BETA, Ule 
10 FOR~T(3FIC.5,4I4,/,2FIO.41/,~lO.4) 
RETURN 
END 
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stTBROUTINE PERFRt1 (XI, AU'HA, 0, Q, N, U10 ,PHIS) 
C 
e*****************·******·****·************************************************ 
e * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIO IN TWO • 
C INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS; BY INTEGRATION OF THE SURFACE PRESSURES r A."iD BY A * 
C CONTROL VOLL"11E ANALYSIS USING THE BlASIUS HOMEN'I'Vl1 THEOREM. A SUMMARY OF * 
e THE PERFOR.~CE PARAMETERS ARE h"RITTEN TO THE OTJTFUT FILE PARAH.DAT. * 
e * 
e *** p~rER DESCRIPTION *** * 
e * 
e INPUT: * 
e U - COCRDINATES OF THE CONTROL POINTS STORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
C ALPHA - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SURFACE SLOPES FOR EACH PANEL 1< 
C 0 - VECTOR CONTAINING THE PANEL LENGTHS • 
e Q - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGTHS • 
C N - NUl.ffiER OF PANELS * 
C U10 - JET INITIAL CENTERLINE VELOCITY * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C PHIS - THRUST AUGMENTATION AS COl1PUTED THROUGH INTEGF :~ON OF THE SURFACE * 
e PRESSURE * 
C * 
C***k************************************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z} 
DIMENSION XI(N,2),ALPHA(N),D(N},Q(N) 
CO~~ON jUNIF/ VO 
COMMON /AREA4/ PATH 
COMMON /AREA7/ S(4) 
COMMON / AREA9 / NLS, ULF 
eOM}!ON /AREA10/ XC 
COMMON /AREAl1/ XO 
ALP==-DI..CG (.500) 
BQ=::O.Ol 
PI=3.1415926 
C *** COMPUTE INVIseID FLUID SPEED AT THE JET NOZZLE *** 
C *** USDlG THE BER.'iOULLI RELATION. THE STATIC PRESSURE *it* 
e *** AT THE NOZZLE VANISHES BY CONSTRUCTION *** 
C 
C 
UO=DSQRT(2.0DO*PATM) 
C 
C *** COMPUTE THE MOMENl'UM FT..lJXES. XM.1 IS T'rlE MOMENTUH FLUX *** 
C *** OF THE PRI}1~.RY JET, iaU: IS THE MOMENTUM FLUX ACROSS 'I'HEH * 
C *** INLET BOUNDARY OF THE CONTROL VOliJME, AND XME IS ':'HE *u 
e *** MOMENTUM FllJX ACROSS THE EXIT BOUNDARY OF THE CONTROL *** 
C *** VOllJ11E *** 
C 
XMJ=U10*U10*BO*DSQRT(PI/2./ALP) 
XMI=2. ODO*BQ*U10* (2. 1289DO*UO+O.752700*U10) +VO*VO 
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~1E=2.*S(1)*S(1)+4.*S(1)*S(2)*(S(3)/2.*DSQRT(PI/l~) 
& *DERF(DSQRT(ALP)/S(3»)+2.*S(2)*S(2)*(S(3)/2.*DSQRT(PI/2./ALP) 
& *DERF(DSQRT(2.*AL?)/S(3») 
WRITE(4,35) XMJ,XMI,XME 
35 FORMAT(' JET MOHENTlJMFllr.{ = t ,FlO.4,/,' ENTERING MOHENTUM', 
& 'FLUX "" ',F10.4,/ I' EXITING MOMD~ FLU''''{ = ',F10.4) 
T=~1E-XMI 
C 
C 'It** COMPUTE THE THRUST AUGMENTATION RATIOn USInG THE *** 
C *U MOMENTUM THEORD-t *** 
C 
PlU= (XMJ+T) /XMJ 
vmITE(4,40) PHI 
40 FOk.'1AT(!,' AUG!mITATION RATIO COMPUTED USING THE MOMENTUM' , 
& f THEOREM', F12. 8) 
NS=NLS 
NF=NLF 
SUM=-O. 
C 
C **. INTEG!<ATE 'IE::: SURFACE PRESSURES *** 
C 
DO 50 I=NS, NF 
X=>XI(I,l) 
Y=XI\I,2) 
CALL FLDVEL(XI,ALPHA,D,Q,N,X,Y,U,V) 
S~~=SUM+(U*U+VwV)*D(I)*SIN'ALPHA(I» 
50 CONTINUE 
C 
C .** SUBTRACT THE BASE PRESSURE IN ORDER '1'0 OBTAIN *** 
C *** THE CORRECT THRUST *** 
C 
T=SUM-VC*VO 
c 
C *** COMPTJI'E THE THRUST AUGMENTATION R1·.TIO THROUGH *** 
C *** INTEGRATION OF THE SURFACE PRESSURES *** 
C 
PHIS= (T+XM.J) /XlU 
vmITE(4,60) PHIS 
60 FORMl'.T(' AUG!1E1'."TATION RATIO COMPUTED FROM SURFACE PRESSURES I, 
& F12.8,//) 
R!:.'"'l.1JRN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RK2(N .. FCN,X,Y,XEND) 
C*********************************************************************** 
C * 
C THIS ROUTINE HAS WRI'ITEN FOR THE .JOINT INSTITUTE FOR AERONAti'TICS * 
C AND ACOUSTICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY BY THOMAS llJND. LATEST REVISION * 
C 20 JAN 1985. * 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE RK2 INTEGRATES A FIRST ORDER SYSTDi OF ORDINARY DIFFER- * 
C ENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A SECOND ORDER ACCulRATE RUNGE-KUTTA SCHEME. * 
C EACH CALL TO RK2 ADVANCES THE SOLUTION FORI:."HARD IN TINE ONE INTERVAL. * 
C * 
C ***PARAMETER DESCRIPTION*** * 
C * 
C N - RA..'n< OF THE FIRST ORDER SYSTEM. .. 
C FCN - N-DU1ENSIONAL FUNCTION WHICH DEFINES THE SYSTEM DEFIVATlVE. * 
C X - INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, INITL-\L VAlliE FOR INTEGRA1'IOU STEP. * 
C Y - VECTOR OF LENGTH N ~fflICH ON INPUT CONTAINS THE INITIAL VALUES * 
C AND ON OUTPUT COl-.'TAINS Tr:E APPROXD!ATE SOLUTION ADV)l..NCED IN .. 
C TINE ONE Ih"TERVAL. * 
C XEND - VAll1E OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AT THE END OF' THE INTERVAL. * 
C THE INTERVAL SIZE IS DEFINED AS XEND-X. '* 
~ * 
C ***PRECISION*** .. 
C * 
C ALL PA..~lIJ1E'l'ERS AND VARIABLES ARE DEFINED AS DOUBLE PRECISION * 
C * 
C ***ENVIROh~*** * 
C * 
C VAX 11-780 * 
C * 
C***********************************************************~r.********** 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DI}ffNSION Y(N),YP(10),l1iAT(10),YHATP(lO) 
H=XEND-X 
CALL FCN (N, X, Y, Y'P) 
DO 10 I=l,N 
YHAT(I)=Y(I}+H*YP(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL FCN(N,XEND, 'tHAT, 'fRATP) 
DO 20 I=l,N 
Y (I) =0 .500* (Y (I) +YHAT(I) +H*YF.ATP (I) ) 
20 CONTINUE 
X=XEND 
RETURN 
F.ND 
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SUBROUTINE SH1Q(AD,A,B,N,ND,KS) 
C 
C*************~**************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE SIUQ IS AN OLD IBH SYSTD1 USED TO SOLv'E A SYSTEM OF * 
C SIMULTANEOUS LIW..:.AR EQUATIONS. THE AlGORITHM IS GAUSSIA."i ELIMINATION. * 
C * 
C *** PARA..~ER DESCRIP!'ION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C AD - MATRIX OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS * 
C A - HORK SPACE Y.ATRIX OF DIHENSION IDEm'IeAL TO THAT OF AD * 
C B - RIGHT Hr\ND SIDE VECTOR * 
C N - RANK OF THE SYSTEN * 
C NO - NUNBER OF EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM (USUALLY EQUAL TO N) * 
C KS - ERROR PA..~J.!ETER, 1<£=1 FOR A SINGULAR MATRIX * 
C * 
c****************************************************************************** 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DDtENSION B(ND) ,An(ND,ND) ,~.(1) 
1J=O 
DO 130 K=l,N 
DO 130 L"Sl,N 
IJ "" IJ+1 
130 A(IJ} = AD(L,K) 
132 TOL==O. 0 
KS=O 
JJ""-N 
DO 65 J=l,N 
JY=0'+l 
JJ=JJ+N+1 
BlGA=O 
IT=J'J-J 
DO 30 I=J;N 
IJaIT+I 
IF(DABS(BI~~)-DABS(A(IJ») 20,30,30 
20 BlGA=A(IJ) 
D'lAX=I 
30 CONTINUE 
IF(DABS(BlGA)-TOL) 35,35,40 
35 KS=l 
GO TO 220 
40 Il=J+N* (J-2) 
IT=D!AX-J 
00 50 K=J,N 
I1=I1+N 
12=Il+IT 
SAVE=A(Il) 
A(Il)=A(I2} 
A(I2}=SAVE 
50 A(Il)=A(Il)/BlGA 
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SAVE=B (INAX) 
B(D1AX)=B(J) 
B(J) =SAv"E/BIGA 
IF (J-N) 55,70,55 
55 IQS=N* (J-l) 
00 65 IX=JY,N 
IY.J=IQS+ IX 
IT--J-IX 
DO 60 JX=JY,N 
IXJX=N*(JX-l)+IX 
JJX=IXJX+IT 
60 A(IXJX)=A(IXJX)-(A(IXJ)*A(JJX» 
65 B(IX)=B(IX)-(B(J)*A(IXJ» 
70 NY=N-1 
IT=N*N 
00 80 J=l,NY 
IA=IT-J 
IB=N-J 
IC=N 
00 80 K=l,J 
B(IB)~B(IB)-A{IA)*B(IC) 
IA=IA-N 
80 IC=IC-l 
220 IF (N.EQ.ND) RETURN 
IJ :: N*N+l 
00 110 L-=l,N 
00 110 K=l,N 
IJ "" IJ-l 
110 AD(N-L+l,N-K+1) = A(IJ) 
RETUIut 
END 
.. -';.:;',': 
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SUBROUTINE SIZE(M) 
C 
I 
," 
'~'''~; .:"',,,",,:",,," ... 
~, I 
" I 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE SIZE READS ThE DATA SET BODY. DAT IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE * 
C N'ln-ffiER OF ELEMENTSCONTAlNED THERE. THIS IS NECESSARY TO J.LI.O'iv RUN-TDIE * 
C DINENSIONING OF THE ARRAYS IN THE INPUTING SUBROIJTlNE DA'l'IN. * 
C * C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C OUTPUT: * 
C M - NUHBER OF LINES IN DATA FILE BODY. DAT * 
C * 
C****************************************************************************** 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
10 FOID!AT(3FlO.4) 
15 FORMAT(2F10.4) 
READ(l,15) DUM1,DUM2 
DO 20 1=1,110 
READ (1,10, END=60) DUMl, DUN2, DUM3 
20 CONTINUE 
60 M=I-l 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SOINE3(A,T,UOD,R) 
C 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C SUBROUTINE SOLVE3 SOLVES THE SIMULTANEOTJS LINEAR EQUATIONS NECESSARY TO * 
C DETERMIh'E THE D2RIVATDlESOF THE JET PARA!1ETERS FOR USE IN Wu,,:{CHING THE * 
C JET SOLUTION IN THE VISCOUS-INVISCID REGION. * 
C * 
.... 
\ .. 
"" ,. 
*** FA-~1ETER DESCRIPTION *** 
INPUT: 
C A - COUPLING COEFFICIENT ¥.ATRIX 
C T - RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR 
C UOD- DERIVATIVE OF 'l1iE EXTERNAL VELOCITY UO AS 
C SOLUTION. 
C 
OUTFUT: 
DETEIDlINED BY THE 1NVISCID 
C 
C 
C 
R - VECTOR CONTAINING THE DERIVATIVE VAllJES FOR U1, B, AND P. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* C************************************************************~*************.**** 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION A(4,4),T(4)!B(3,3),P(3,3),R(3) 
C 
C *** CREATE 3X3' SYSTEM FROM 4X4 INPUT BY UsnrG EXTERNAL VELOCITY *** 
C *** DERIVATIVE UOD AS A FORCING ~~ *** 
C 
I=O 
M=4 
DO 10 L=1,4 
IF(L.EQ.M) GOTO 9 
1=1+1 
R(1)=T(L)-UOD*A(L!l) 
CO 5 J=1,3 
B(I,J)=A(L,(J+1» 
5 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** SOLVE SYSTD1 USING SIMQ *** 
C 
CALL SIMQ(B,P,R,3,3,IER) 
Rr.. . 'TURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE STREN(XI,V,VN,ALPHA,D,W,N,P,VO,BETA,L) 
C 
C**************************"'*"'***************************************"'*******"'* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
'C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
StJBROUTINE STP.EN COMPUTES THE PANEL SOURCE STRENGTHS. 
*** PARAMETER DESCRIPrION *** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
'" INPUT: * 
),'1 - COORDINATE~ OF THE CONTROL STATION LOCATIONS STORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
VN - VEcrOR CONTAINING T"rlE TRANSPIru,TION VELOCITY. FOR EACH PANEL .. 
ALPHA - VEcrOR CONTAINING THE SURFACE SLOPE ANGLES FOR EACH PANEL '" 
D - VEcrOR CONTAINING THE PANEL LENGTHS * 
W - M..l>.TRIX OF AERODYNAMIC DIFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS * 
N - NUMBER OF PANELS * 
P - WORK SPACE MATRIX * 
VO - FREE-STRE.~{ VELOCITY * 
BETA - ANGLE OF ATTACK * 
L - PARAMETER w1iICH SPECIFIES WHETHER OR NOT THE AERODYNAMIC INFWENCE .. 
COEFFICIENTS ARE CALCULATED. WHEN L=l THE AERODYNAMIC INFllJENCE * 
COEFFICIENTS ARE CALCULATED, FOR L OTHER THAN 1 PREVIOUS VALUES .. 
OF'I"'rlE AERODYNAMIC INFIJJE:."{CE COEFFICIENTS~ARE USED • 
OUTPUT: 
C V 
C 
- VEcrOR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGTHS 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
C*******************************************************"''''.'''******************* 
C 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XI(N,2) ,VO'l) ,VN(N) ,ALPH..l\(N) ,D(N) ,W(N,N) ,P(N,N) 
cor-mON /rtJHP / DUMPl 
lOGICAL DUMPl 
C *** GENERATE THE MATRIX AND RIGHT HAND SIDE 
C 
00 10 I=l,N 
V(I)=VO*DSIN{ALPHA(I)-BETA)-VN(I) 
X=XI{I,l) 
Y=XI{I,2) 
IF(L.NE.l) GOTO 9 
00 5 J=l,N 
CALL COEF(XI,X,Y,J,ALPHA,D,N,A,B) 
W(I,J)=B*DCOS(ALPHA(I»-A*DSIN(ALPHA(I» 
5 COmINU'L 
9 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C *** SOLVE THE SYSTEM USING SIMQ *** 
C 
CALL SIMQ(W,P,V,N,N,IER) 
IF! .Nor.DtJY.Fl) GOTO 50 
i'ffiITE (3 t 20) 
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2 0 FOFJ1AT (/ /, 'SOT.JRCE STRENGTHS',/) 
00 40 I=l,N 
WRITE(3,30) I,V(I) 
30 FORHAT(I2,5X,FlO.4) 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
£."l'D 
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SUBROUTINE SURFVEIJ (XI, ALPHA, D, Q, N '. SC, UEXT , NEXT, XLEN, STAG) 
:,1 
., 
" 
·f 
C****************************************************************************** 
C * 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SHROUD SURFACE VELOCITY FROM THE INVISCID * 
C SOLUTION FOR USE IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCtJI.ATION. * 
C * 
C *** PARAMETER DESCRIPTION *** * 
C * 
C INPUT: * 
C XI - COORDINATES OF THE CONTROL STATION LOCATIONS STORED AS X, Y PAIRS * 
C ALPHA - VEcroR CONTAL~ING THE SURFACE SLOPE ANGLE FOR EACH PANEL * 
C D - VECIOR CONTAINING THE PANEL L1:.""NGTHS * 
C Q - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SOURCE STRENGHTS * 
C N - NUMBER OF PANELS * 
C SC - VEcroR OF SURFACE COORDINATES AT WHICH '!HE VELOCITIES ARE * 
C CALCUI.ATED. THE SURFACE COORDINATES ARE NORMALIZED SUCH THAT TIl"E * 
C CONTROL STATION LOCATION IS 1. THE. ORIGIN IS TrlE STAGNATION POIN~ * 
C IF A FREE-STREAM IS PRESENT AND THE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE FOR * 
C STATIC OPERATION * 
C UEXT - VECTOR CONTAINING THE SURFACE VELOCITIES * 
C NEXT - NUHER OF STATIONS AT WHICH THE VELOCITY IS c]'~CUI..."\TED * 
C Xt.EN - LENGTd OF THE SURFACE OVER lfflICH THE THE VELOCITIES ARE CALCUlATED * 
C STAG - WGlCAL VARIABLE SET TO TRUE WHEN A STAGNETION POINT IS PRESENT * 
C * 
C****~*************~*********************************************************** 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT ~~*8(A-H,O-Z) 
LOGICAL STAG 
DIMENSION XI(N,2),ALPHA(N),D(N),Q(N) 
DIMENSION SC(100),UEXT(100) 
COMMON jAREAlOj XC 
COMl-I0N jAREA12j XEllT 
LOGICAL. FLAG 
C *** FIND PA.lfEL INDEX OF SHROUD TRAILING EDGE *** 
C 
DO 10 I=N ,1, -1 
IF(XI(I-l,l).LT.XEXIT) GOTO 20 
10 CONTUIUE 
20 NS=I 
NSJ=NS 
C 
C *** FIND THE PANEL INDEX OF THE CONTROL STATION *** 
C 
FLAG=:. FALSE. 
DO 30 I=NS,l, -1 
IF(XI(I-l,l) .GT.XIC:,l» FLAG=.TRUE. 
IF (f'LAG.l>.ND.XI (I, 1) • GT .XC) GOTO 40 
30 CONTINUE 
40 lIT=I+l 
NFJ=I 
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C *** STORE THE SURFACE COORDINATES ANO COMPtJ"TE THE *** 
C **. SURFACE VEI.DCITIES "'** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 100 I=NS,NF,-l 
IF(I.EQ.NS) THEN 
K=K+l 
S=XE::IT-XI (1,1) 
SC(l)~ 
X=XI(I/1) 
Y=XI(I,2) 
CALL f'1'...DVEL(XI,ALFrIA, 0, Q,N', X, Y, U, V) 
UEXT(K)=DSQRT(U*U+V*V) 
ELSE 
S=S+D(I+l)/2.000+0(I)/2.000 
*** FILTER THE VELOCITY DATA WHICH IS TAKEN' IN' A REGION *it* 
*** ADJACENT TO THE CONTROL STATION SINGULARITY. *** 
XaXI(I,l} 
Y=XI(I,2) 
CALL ~~VEL(XI,ALPHA,O/Q,N',X,Y,U,V) 
UMOD=DSQRT(U*U+V*V} 
IF(S.LT.5.0) THEN 
C *** INCWDE THE LOC1.L POINT ONLY IF THE *** 
C *** VELOCITY IS IN'CREASING *** 
C 
IF (OMOn. GT • LTEA'T (K») THEN 
K=K+l 
SC(K)=S 
UEXT(K)=UMOO 
END IF 
ELS~ 
K=K+1 
SC(K):.S 
UEXT(K)=UMOO 
END IF 
END IF 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
. C *** SEA..~CH FOR THE STAGNATION' POINT (MINIMUM VELOCITY MODULUS) *** 
C 
UHIN=lO.OOO 
00 105, I=l,K 
IF(UEXT(I).LT.L~) THEN 
UMIN=UEXT (I) 
L=X 
El'.'D IF 
105 COl'."THlli'E 
IF(L.EQ.l) T"rlEN 
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S'l'AG=.FALSE. 
EISE 
STAG=.TRUE. 
END IF 
Ii v. i i 
/. !o-'-~-+" " "I 
C *** CORRECT IF NOT ALL DATA IS FROM THE S.lI.HE SIDE OF THE *** 
C *** STAGNATION POINT *** 
C 
C 
IF (STAG) TrUll 
TEST=(t~XT(L+2)-UEXT(L+1»/(UEXT(L+1)-UE~~(L» 
IF (T"'-ST.GT. 10. 0) L=LH 
END IF 
," ; _____ ~--c-<~/, 
C *** NOWJI.LIZE SURFACE COORDINATES SKIPPING OVER POINTS SUFFERING *** 
C *** FROM Sn1GUlARITIES NEAR THE CONTROL STATION (LAST THREE POINTS) ** 
C 
NEtID= (K-2) 
IF (STAG) THEN 
SO= 5C(L) - (SC(L+l)-SC(L»*UEXT(L)/(u~(Lr1)-u~(L» 
SC(l}=O.ODO 
UEXT(l)=O.ODO 
NEXT=K-'L 
K=l 
EISE 
50= O.ODO 
NEXT:=NEND 
K=O 
El-m IF 
XlZN=SC(NEND)-SO 
DO 110 I:::L,h'END 
K=K+l 
SC(K)=(SC(I)-SO)/XLEN 
t~XT (K) =-UE..XT (I) 
110 CON"TU1UE 
RETURN 
END 
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